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INTRODUCTION

This paper affirms that libraries are un:quel equipped

to be one of the agencies that can play a major role in

addressing the problems and providing outlets and options

for older Americans that will make their long lives satis-

fying. Libraries can help directly, and through other

agencies, with coping in such areas as housing, employment,

transportation, health and even safety, but they can also he

instruments of opportunity for self-fulfillment, discovery,

involvement, creativity and influence.

A close examination of our rapidly aging society and of

the individuals who make it up reveals several insistent and

recurring themes. The first of these is that the myths about

aging and the aged have created deeply engrained and harmful

attitudes in the society generally toward older people, and

that these have been so thoroughly sold that the older people

themselves believe them.

The second recurring theme is that the problems of

aging and problems certainly do e,ist are mostly the

problems of women, who are far more likely than men to live

into oid age, and to succumb to the "leftover life" syndrome

which is the legacy of their traditional female roles.

Martha Keys, a former Congresswoman and Special Advisor to

the Secretary of Health and Human Services had this to say

in a recent article:

Ageism and sexism in our society have combined
to create a unique set or circlimstances for
older women that are only beginning to he
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recognized and explored. Older women represent
one of the most vulnerable segments of our
society they are most likely to live alone,
have a lower income, lack transportation, be
isolated, be unfamiliar with English (if
foreign horn) and be subject to diseases such
as diabetes, arthritis, osteoporosis or hyper-
tension. (Generations)

And Dr. Robert Butler of the National Institute on Aging is

quoted by Keys as saying that "the problems of aging are so

much the problems of women" that this could be called "the

century of older women."

But this will change. One perceives that the women's

movement will benefit the lives of the aging women of the

future, those who are now in middle age. It is ironic, how-

ever, that the temporary effect of the feminist movement on

today's older woman may be negative. To the extent that

feminism rewards women for nontraditional activity, it may

call into question the value of the traditional lives led by

most of the women who are now old. (Waters and White)

The third theme concerns the great truth that older

people are not all the same any more than are the people of

any other age groups. "Old people," says Jack Ossofsky,

Executive Director of the National Council on Aging, "are

usually that they were when they were younger, only more so."

He counsels that we must learn to separate in our thinking

the older people with problems from the vast majority whose

adjustment and coping skills arc positive and normal, and

who report a high level of contentment with retirement and

older age. (Gross) As one woman says happily, "We are 111

as different as snowflakes, molded by the variety of life CY-

periences he have lived through." (Generations)
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Finally, one sees clearly that there are tremendous

differences between members of one subgroup and another

among those we classify as aging: those of the "young-old"

of 60-75, and those of the "old-old" of 75 years and upward;

between the widow who has been home and family oriented, the

displaced homemaker, and the career and professional woman;

between the minority aged and the white; and above all be-

tween those with enough money and those without it, those

with higher levels of education and those without it, and

those with health and mobility and those without them.

The test of our civilization, the late gerontologist

Donald Kent believed, is not s;rely to be able to live, but

to live fully. "Unless society provides the opportunity to

make the later years meaningful," he said, aging and long

life is "a cruel hoax on millions of people." The paper

which quotes him comments:

This includes prolonging life and the capacity
for useful activity while denying older people
outlets for creative and productive capacities;
increasing the span of years while failing to
provide services which address adequately the
problems of the later years; and making survival
possible at the cost of loneliness, bordeom and
loss of self- esteem. (National Council on
Aging's Policy Study Center on Education, Leisure
and Continuing Opportunities for Older Persons)

The Center's mandate is to try "to assist society and

its institutions to perceive old age as a time for pursuing

learning experiences and for developing new interests and

skills or re-lwakening those left dormant; and to perceive

the need to design new strategies for re-engaging older per-

sons in community life." (NCOA)
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The National Aging Policy Study Center's background

paper continues:

Concerns voiced by older people in the areas
of leisure, education and opportunities for
service and fulfillment are not generally seen
as approaching the magnitude of the urgency of
the problems confronting the elderly in the
areas of health, housing, transportation, in-
come and the like. Yet problems in these latter
areas are closely related to concerns about edu-
cation, leisure, volunteering, civic involvement
and a host of related areas. Because these mat-
ters are not often addressed by public policy
or legislative debate, their effect on large
numbers of the elderly is too frequently under-
estimated....

While the other five policy centers that have been set

up address the problems of older people, this Center will

focus on:

opportunities, options and directions for life
enhancement. This Center, unlike the others,
has the unique role of helping to promote a view
of aging as a positive phenomenon and a field of
human growth and development throughout the
lifespan...Without minimizing the genuine prob-
lems faced by older people, we see an emphasis
on cross-cutting issues with an effort at dis-
closing hidden strengths, positive attributes,
and opportunities for continuing participation.
If 'aging' becomes synonymous with 'problems'
and dependency alone, then the battle is lost
before ,it has begun.

Quoting the Administration on Aging guidelines that

shaped the National Aging Policy Centers Program, the back-

ground paper says that the Education, Leisure and Continuing

Opportunities Center

...would he expected TO coordinate its activi-
ties with existing programs which serve some
of these purpose:, including the use of senior
centers as learning centers, the community-school
program in the U.S. Department of Education,
volunteer programs in ACTION and projects sup-
ported by the National Endowment for the Arts
and Humanities.
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Libraries, though not specifically mentioned here, are

surely to be assumed to be a vital link in this network,

and we herewith place them bol* among the front-line

agencies which can do the most to facilitate and sustain

both the survival and the life satisfaction needs of all

older Americans, and most especially those who are women.
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THE OI DLR POPULATION: SOME FACTS AND FIGURES

The tide of aging is coming in very fast indeed.

Readings from the year,' 1977--8 talked of 22.3 millions in

the population over 65; the newest figures show tha-, at the

beginning of 1981 the more than 25,000,000 older Americans

made up over llt of the total U.S. population. This figure,

like all of the others in this chapter unless specifi-

cally cited comes from Herman B. Brotman, consultant to

the Special Committee on Aging of the United States Senate,

and Former Assistant Commissioner on Aging ,n HEW. Other

figure: and information come from the publication in which

his work is found, Developments in Aging: T980, A Report

of the Special Committee on Aging of the U.S. Senate, pre-

sented by John Heinz, Chairman.

Every ninth American at present is over 65 years of

age. Regard this in comparison with the 4° (3.1 million)

of the then 76 million total population of the U.S. at the

beginning of this century. Since 1900 the average life ex-

pectancy of Americans has increased by more than 25 years.

By the year 2000, only some 18 years away, 31.8 million

Americans, or 12.2% of the population of the country (based

on a total population projection of 260.4 million) will he

over 65.

This rapid growth in the number and therefore the power

of older people has significant political, economic and

social implications, and many of the issues involved will

demand resolution in the decade of the 80:;. Politically,

.1



the honer potential of the over 65's themselves 1%111 he

increasingl reinforced b those in the younger population

hho come to realize that "being old is one minor it' status

we can all expect to enter. To understand aging and to

-;truggle for decent aging is to invest in one's oin future."

(Gross, Gross and Seidman)

Almost a quarter of the nation's older people live in

iust three states: California, Neh York and TCX-a. 1 ive

more states added Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan,

and Florida brings to a total of eight the states whcre

almost half of the popul:rtion over 65 likes. States experi-

encing the most rapid grohth in aging population here Ari-

zona, Florida and Nevada.

The aging population is not a homogeneous group nor is

it static. Every day approximately 5,000 Americans celebrate

their 65th birthday, hhile every day approximately 5,400

persons over 65 die, for a net increase of 1,600 a day or

600,000 a year. The nchcomers, however, hake experienced

quite a different life history from those already in the over

65 group, and are world- apart from the older aged hho here

horn in the 19th centur\. As of mid-1980, 62.2', of the older

population here under and more than half of these (51.9,)

;,.ere under Ti)

one of the chi re es of a t faction 1, t 11

incone to I lie comint t,11)1\ Conler',H%, man

the mo-7,t ,ekere problem'. created by lack of enough money.

Older famtlie:, In 1P-9 had about half tho income of their
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younger counterparts. About half of the 8.8 million familio,,

headed by an older person have an income of less than S11,310,

As compared hith the $21,201 enjoyed by 49.0 million Families

with heads under 65 (figures skewed somehhat by the fact

that some 20c, of the older Families had a higher income in

19-9 than the median for the younger families). The 7.9",

of the older families hose heads are fully employed had

double the median income for all older families, or $22,852.

This fact underscores the critical importance of earnings

Cnr older families.

The 19-9 median income for the -.i million unrelated

individuals who lived alone or with non-relacives was

$4,653 or S89 per week. 'me 3.6 million of the over 6S

persons here living in poverty, hohever, hith $1,361 a year

or less for a single. homen and minority elderly are

heavily over-represented among the aged poor, according to

1979 census data, with 17.9', of all females (minority and

hhite) living in official poverty. "Since there is a large

gap between the salaries of homen and men, homen's earnings

aver aged only 60', of men's. (Burton)

health prohJbly follohs income as the prime concern of

e over b.). In i recent household suiev or a sample oft lb

non-in-;titutionali:ed elderly, over thn-thirds (691 of the

nliel per .on-, reported their health as good or excellent a',

compared k\ith "othei . of their age." (lhis follohs the pat

tein ol re- ponces in other areas hhich -ho1.; that oldei

\merliAns accept the oeiall "image'' of ,.(chness anti other

"old piohi " but con-Hder themselve-, eccptinm- to the rule.)



Some repotted that their health %%As "fain" uid on1\

boin,2, "poor." \Itnoritv ,4roup memhers, leidnts of the

youth .t n,+ non-metropolltAn as m_'11 persons

101. income;, \,yris more likel% to report themselkes a-; being

in poor hcalth than others.

In 19-9 (haled upon the nel ninth Revision of the

InternationAl Classification of Diseases) the most Ire-

quenth reported chronic conditions of the nen-intitutional-

I:ed eldell% i..ene arthritis (14',2), hypertension hiaing

impaitment and Arteriosclerosis 1Ith ahout 12': each. 1lmost

half (101 of the respondents said the\ had some limitation

on their usual activitN because of the chronic condition,

hut only reported heing unable to perform their Ptsual"

actiit\ at all.

of the 1.1 million older people tdie Are in nursing homes,

At the time of a 19-7 study, 11", iere aged -7)-80, 1Nhile 40",

l.CFC plus. sinent:,-Coul percent or the nursing home popu-

lation female, And 93' i,as l.hito Mlite 1,omen here

likely to remain i,ith families on other catetakers in the com-

munity than note minorit\ ,:omen. Fhe oldest portion of the

"old-old" (8-) plu) porn-Lit-ion is :Iloto apt to need help \\ith

-.itch daily functions i bathing, dressing And gettin around

tilt' he'll but the petcentae for the elder population

,,hole ill. ant for each reTuctite function.

1 M.,: (a\yia.,,e lemainino veais foi lifcl

no ached net bei,Jit, in tlu' U.S. Thy

loner than the 09.-) \e- . fur male,. since the

19:U), y\pai.tanc\ ion the upper IMpr01.('d
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death rates from chronic conditions and diseases began to

decrease.

Most older persons are women. In mid-1980 there

were 14.8 million women to 10 million men. In the total 65

plus population there were 147 women to every 100 men. For

the 75 and over population, the ratio rises to 178 women to

every 100 men, and by 85 plus, there are 224 women for every

100 men. Population projections show that by the year 2000,

the number of 85 plus persons will double, while the ratio

of women to men for the total over 65 population will rise

to 150 to 100.

Seventy-seven percent of :he men in the 65 anti over

population are married, while 52% of the women are widows

(rising to 70% widowed over age 75). About 35% of the married

65 plus men are married to younger women. In 1978, the mar-

riage rate for over 65 men was almost seven times that of

the older brides.

According to 1979 figures, eight out of every 10 men

live in family settings, while less than six of every 10

women did so. The others live alone or with non-relatives,

except for the one in 20 who lives in an institution. Four

of every 10 older women lived alone, more than three times

as many alone or with non-relatives as did the older men.

There are more older than younger people living in rural

areas, although 63°0 of those who are non institutionalized do

live in metropolitan areas. The white aged population lives

mostly in the suburbs and in rural areas, while better than

three quarters of the older blacks live in the central cities.

13
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In 1979 about half of all older Americans had less than

a 10th grade education, and about 9% were functionally il-

literate. Some 37% had graduated from high school, while 8%

were college graduates. Since the median for the present

25-64 age group was high school graduation, the level of edu-

cation among the elderly is increasing significantly, the

median having increased by more than a year since 1970. By

1990, half of the 65 plus population will have graduated

from high school.

In the area of political significance and voting in-

fluence, the over-65 population made up 15% of the voting age

group, but cast 16.8% of the vote in the 1980 Presidential

election. The American Association of Retired Persons-

National Retired Teachers Association has quintupled its

membership since 1970 to a high of over 12.5 million members

(who may join at 55). (Allen) Veterans groups are an in-

creasingly large proportion of the older male population,

and will constitute 60% of it within the next ten years.

(Generaticns)

There is a great deal of evidence, which mounts as in-

flation grows worse, that many older citizens would like to

continue to work, at least part time. Senate hearings in

the spring of 1980 heard testimony from both workers and cor-

porations to the effect that continuing to work longer may

have psychological as well as economic values for the worker,

and benefits for the employer as well. "The older person

who desires to work and find a suitable job has a much more

positive feeling about himself and a stronger sense of
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contribution...Employers consistently remarked that their

older employees were among their most loyal and productive

workers," because, apparently, "a self-selecLion process

has evolved in which the less healthy and less motivated

employees were typically the first to want to retire, and

the competent, motivated ones often choose to stay on."

(Developments in Aging: 1980, Part I)

A major conclusion to emerge from these hearings is that

"older workers are the victims of myths and stereotypes."

Dr. K. Warner Schaie, Director of the Research Center of

the Andrus Gerontology Center at the University of Southern

California, reported results from his 21-year-long longitu-

dinal study of age changes in competence and learning ability,

from which he concludes that "there is no evidence of sys-

tematic, across-the-board poor health, higher accident rates,

lower productivity, reduction in learning ability or lowered

value for re-training as a consequence of normal aging."

Gerald Maguire, Vice-President for corporate services with

Bankers Life and Casualty of Chicago (which has never, inci-

dentally, had a policy of mandatory retirement), testified

that "our compensable time lost is about somewhere between

a third and a fifth for the older worker as opposed to the

regular worker." (Developments in Aging)

Yet the myths that scientific research and experience

have shown to be false continue to exacerbate one of the

great and often overlooked needs of the elderly mental

health care. The incidence of depression, the most common

mental illness for all ages, rises sharply for the over-65
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population. Psychoses, the most severe form of mental dis-

order, are twice as prevalent in those over 75 as among those

25-34, and 25% of all reported suicides are committed by

those 60 years of age and older. Still, only about 4% of

the budget of the National Institute of Mental Health is

being devoted to research and services for older Americans

specifically, and nationwide only 4% of the clients being

served by community mental health centers are 65 or older.

Only about 2% are receiving on-going treatment or counseling,

and about the same percentage of Medicare reimbursements

a:0 being spent on mental health care.

Among the reasons given for the failure of the present

mental health system to serve the elderly adequately were:

the stigma many older people attach to seeking mental health

care; diagnostic failure due to a lack of differentiation

between the physical and mental problems of the older patient,

often complicated by the interaction of prescription drugs;

lack of training of physical and mental health professionals

in geriatrics and the special needs of the elderly; and con-

scious or unconscious discrimination by mental health pro-

fessionals against the elderly (the "why bother" attitude).

It is significant that the National Institute on Aging states

that 10 to 15% of the cases of organic brain syn1rome, or

true senility, are reversible, and 30% treatable, yet 500

of the elderly in nursing homes are there because of a diag-

nosis of senility, and many with mild to severe symptoms of

the disease are left untreated. (Developments in Aging, 1980)
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There are many more figures relating to the lives of the

aged that could be related here, but these are the ones that

show, we believe, that too few older Americans are getting

all, or enough of, the resources they need to feel that they

have reached the best years of their lives. With adequate

resources financial, health, social support, and education

the growing body of citizens over 65 may continue to pursue

what Freud took to be the major psycho-social tasks of adult-

hood: to love and to work. We can, as a society, do some-

thing about the resources, and ensure that there is work of

some kind, paid or volunteer, for those who want it. But

what of love? We cannot provide directly for every older

person, someone to love and be loved by, but we can provide

the ways for people to reach out to where love may be found,

or at the very least, to learn to love and respect themselves.

Libraries have nourishing food for the mind and the spirit.

Alvin Toffler speaks to this in his remarkable book,

The Third Wave:

To create a fulfilling emotional life and a
sane psychosphere for the emerging civiliation
of tomorrow, we must recognize three basic re-
quirements of any individual: tie need for
community, structure and meailing...Any decent
society must generate a feeling of .:ommunity.
Community offsets loneliness. It gives people
a vitally necessary seise of belonging. Yet
today, the institutions on which community de-
pends are crumbling in all the techno societies.
The result is a spreading plague of loneliness.
From Los Angeles to Leningrad, teen-agers, un-
happy married couples, single parents, ordinary
working people and the elderly all complain of
social isolation...Community demands more than
emotionally satisfying bonds between individuals,
however. It also requires strong tics of loyalty
between individuals and their organizations.
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Just as they miss the companionship of other
individuals, millions today feel equally cut
off from the institutions of which they are a
part. They hunger for institutions worthy of
their iespect, affection and loyalty...One clue
to the plague of loneliness lies in our rising
level of social diversity. By de-massifying
society, by accentuating differences rather
than similarities, we help people to individu-
alize themselves. We make it possible for each
of us more nearly to fulfill his or her own
potential. But we also make human contact more
difficult. for the more individualized we are,
the more difficult it becomes to find a mate or
lover who has precisely matching interests,
values, schedules or tastes. Friends are also
harder to come by...The break up of mass soci-
ety, therefore, while holding out the promise
of much greater self-fulfillment, is at least
for the present spreading the pain of isolation.
If the emergent third wave society is not to be
icily metallic, with a vacuum for a heart...it
must restore community.

Toffler suggests

beginning where community usually begins in
the family, by expanding its shrunken functions...
Only a fool would favor...making old people
corpletely dependent upon their families as they
once were. But why not offer tax and other in-
centives for families including non-nuclear and
unconventional families who look after their
own elderly...why not reward, rather than
economically punish, those who maintain and
solidify family bonds across generational lines?

And so, we turn to look at some of the many programs

that have emerged as responses to the needs of older Ameri-

cans, many of these indeed geared to helping them to find

community, structure and meaning in a world as changed as

they often feel themselves to be.
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PROGRAMS AND RESPONSES BY LIBRARIES AND OTHER AGENCIES

Many of the programs that have emerged as responses to

the needs of older Americans have been initiated and carried

out during the past decade. Few, if any, have been geared

specifically to older women, which accounts for the absence

of emphasis on such programs in this .chapter. However, a

great number have come about since the White House Conference

of 1971, and there has been little time to obtain feedback,

to adjust or even to evaluate them very satisfactorily.

Inevitably perhaps, whether in the area of health,

nutrition, housing, safety, employment or social well-being,

existing programs, including library programs, have been

geared for the most part to helping the minority among the

aging who are homebound, frail, institutionalized, ill and

poverty-stricken. The thrust of much of the federal activity

to date, under the Older Americans Act of 1965, as amended,

has been to effect a service delivery strategy that increases

the ability of agencies and communities to address the needs

of the most dependent and hard to reach. However, this same

policy, in the words of the NCOA's Policy Center on Education,

Leisure and Continuing Opportunities has "fostered an at-

mosphere of 'doing for,' care-taking and increased dependency."

With a big push from the recommendations of the 1971

White House Conference especially those concerning nutri-

tion the OAA was legitimized as a major piece of social

legislation by 1973, and by 1978 a network of some 600 Area

\gencies on Aging was put in place. Under the 1978

1 ',
A
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amendments, the Administration on Aging was given responsi-

bility for coordinating non-OAA programs affecting the

elderly. Also, under the terms of the 1978 amendments,

state agencies were given responsibility for serving pa-

tients in long-term care facilities, and area agencies were

required to spend at least SO', of their Title III-B Community

Services allotment on the following priority services:

Access services, including transportation, in-
formation and referral, and outreach;

Legal services;

In-home services (homemaker and home health aide,
visiting and telephone reassurance, and chore
maintenance); and

A separate and expanded authority for home-delivered
meals.

Explicit recognition was given to the need to "provide a con-

tinuum of care for the vulnerable elderly," and agencies

were directed to give preference in the delivery of services

to those with "the greatest economic or social need."

(Developments in Aging, 1980)

Because the older people with the most problems have

been the subject of the most focus and the target for the

most services, they have tended to become the most visible

presence of the aged and to skew the thinking about the

entire population. The well, mobile and viable aged have

ileen identified with them. Says John Balkema, "In popular

thinkim:, and too often in the minds of professionals, peo-

ple, once they reach 65, become all alike. The stereotypes

of age, which begin to affect people in their mid-forties,

descend en masse to envelop them at age 65." Not only do
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older people become mon_ diverse rather than more similar

with advancing years, but again in Balkema's words, "In the

past feh years new concepts have emerged showing that a per-

son of 85 is no more like a person of 65 than a person of

40 is like a person of 20." (Catholic Library World)

It seems clear from the trends and projections that

more programs planned for the healthy, the better educated,

the more emotionally secure and independent will be the wave

of th,, future. It is with the area which has seemed least

pressing in the past that of lifelong learning, leisure,

life satisfaction and growth opportunity and the impli-

cation of all of these for library action that we shall

probably he especially concerned. The shift in attitude,

the almost complete about-face that is in the making, from

considering the aged as a big homogLnizej problem and burden,

to thinking of them as "a growing and invaluable source of

experience and productivity" will greatly affect all programs

in the future. (From the Preface to the Report of the

Senate Special Commission on Aging, 1980)

Now, though, we shall look at some representative

library-initiated and conducted programs, and some others,

which are at present part of the service to the elderly which

Balkema characterizes as being "a patchwork affair involving

many agencies." Among his examples he included the program

of Rooks for the Blind and (more recently) Physically Handi-

capped which has emanated from the Library of Congress for

)ust About 10(1 year-,, thereby considerally pre-dating other

library efforts!

4
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Other library programs of special or direct benefit to

older people were initiated by sensitive and far-seeing adult

services librarians in the 1930s and 40s. Services to the

homebound, of which instances may be found as far hack as

the tu:n of the century, was always primarily a service to

older people. The first publicized direct service to the

elderly vas the "Live Long and Like It" club established

by the Cleveland Public Library in 1946. Programs modeled

upon this one began to appear all over the country. It was

acknowledged leadership in service to elders that led to the

Cleveland library's contract with the Office of Education's

Bureau of Libraries (then DREW) in 1970 for a study in con-

nection with the 1971 White House Conference. A National

Survey of Library Services to the Aging at that time turned

up some 1,300 programs in public libraries serving popula-

tions of 25,000 or more, and described them in some detail,

so the number of lihiaries involved in this service even be-

fore 1971 was significant.

During the 1970s there was a good deal of study of the

library and information needs of the elderly, and programs

proliferated. Many of these have been initiated with Library

Services and Construction Act grants, and then moved to

local funding as they proved their worth. Although the 1973

amendments to the Older Americans Act included opportunities

for strengthening lihrary service to older adults through a

new LSCA Title IV, "Older Readers' Services," this title was

never funded, and ,services to the aging are provided from

Title 1 of LSCA, "library Services." Increasingly, services

9
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in which libraries play a role are supported with a mix of

funds from other sources such as Title III-B of OAA, CETA,

Social Security's Title 20, Adult Education, Higher Education,

and others. (Developm. As in Aging, 1980)

There is general agreement by those in the library com-

munity who have had experience with programs and services for

the aging that a great deal more of value could be accom-

plished with only a proportionately small increase in re-

sources. There is widespread agreement, too, among librarians

that programs should:

1. Be pursued in collaboration with other community
agencies, organizations and education institutions
that are also serving the older population;

Be planned with (as opposed to just "for") ilsers
and potential users, and evaluated with their
involvement in order to ascertain program ef-
fectiveness in meeting objectives;

Be flexible as to setting, since the concept of
fitting materials and programs to people where
they are physically, educationally and emo-
tionally in familiar, comfortable surroundings
is of paramount importance; and

4. Be lavish with the use of nonprint materials,
paperbacks, large-type books and other materials
especially selected to match the interests and
overcome physical and educational handicaps of
so many of the present elderly (especially the
very old and those in institutional settings).

Library services to older Americans can he character-

ized generally as informational and developmental. They are

apt to place heavy emphasis on outreach delivery strategies

at present, and they are both direct to the elderly and to

service providers for the benefit of the elderly. Sub-

stantively they can be categorized as:
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Information and referral services that assist
individuals to find their way through the ma:.e
of programs and entitlements. Most of these deal
with the area of "survival" and "coping" and are
in the domain sometimes described as "instrumental";

Lmployment and twining for volunteerism, and
goal-oriented learning programs; and

Education /Recreation /Leisure programs for self-
actualization, growth and socialization.

One perceives that some libraries have been so engrossed

in the innovative, outreach and delivery aspects of their

undertakings that they have had fewer resources than they

might have wished to expend on content. There appears to

be a great need for more special materials nonprint ma-

terials especially geared to the interests of the old-old

(the more traditional, less educated and more inclined to

he frail).

To quote Balkema again:

The library alone can do much for the elderly
citizen. The library as part of a team can he
far more effective than when working alone. It
can, in concert with other agencies, go a long
way toward coordinated service delivery. As a
Bicentennial project, the National Voluntary
Organization for Independent Living for the
Aging (NVOILA) sponsored community-based coor-
dination through the Operation Independence
Project. In each cooperating community there
was a lead agency to coordinate local activi-
ties, all of which were aimed at keeping the
elderly out of the congregate care institutions.
These local projects could be as extensive as
a coordination of all home care programs, in-
cluding home library services, or as simple as
a community effort for mental health screening,
using the library as publicity outlet for the
program. All in all, projects were designed
and carried out in over 200 localities, a sig-
nificant number of which involved the local
library. Although the national demonstration
is completed, the work is being carried on by
NVOILA and its members, of which the American

9
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1 ibrar% ,sociation 1- one...(khile) the local
coordinator 1%,1', Most often All agenc\ other than
the library, there aim._ many evimples that can

given of the library acting AS prime MOkel
in community progiams.

110 11, (21:1,1 `gives t XaIIII) 1 in 'Ion roe 1111 t t V, V i-k

In I Ilaniel p,00/at Library, in Missouri:

lhe congregate meals program of the Older meri-
cans 1ct (formerly the Title VII Nutrition Pro-
gram) provides for daily inexpensive hot meals
in congregate sites to he coupled with nutrition
education. In Monroe County, N.Y. , the outreach
staff of the library system works with the meals
progr tin, bringing the library to the people,
rather than the people to the library. Using
outreach staff and senior aides, they provide
consumer education, information and materials
including nutrition education, and recreation,
such as senior artists and films, at each of
the congregate meals sites, thereby reaching
hundreds of elders regularly who would not
otherwise he served by in-house programming.
1'h 1 s is a fine example of a mutually beneficial
liaison, wherein the nutrition program is greatly
enriched hy the library program and the library,
using the nutrition sites, is able to reach a
large body of constituents who would otnerwise
he without library services.

Information and Referral services are now (since 197S)

miniated A:, part of the Older _kmericans Act. Many senior

centers have set up their own I R service, while others

arc at least collaborating with the public library in order

to give the -tervice some depth and information-prof tonal

e\peiti,e. lhc Fulsa fiL-County Library manages a special

1 R pro.ti,rim for the ellerl\ which proxides a 21 hum a

1..yek hot I illy l'( r r,t 1 ,,yr ice. on t he ot hy r

he II:In y I rwone RegIOl.lI I I br,1 r v 1n 1'01m:11)1,i,
M1,-oul 1, ,0110.-,u outreach department about
ton elderk people in nui-ting homes; etch month,

,o



declined to sot up and run the required I

service for the elderly alien asked to du so by
the Boone County Council on Aging, on the grounds
that their budget and personnel could not be
stretched to do the iob adequately. lloleer,
it was far From a flat turndown. Members of the
library staff attend Council meetings and have
provided many types of technical assistance to
the Council's own staff in setting up and ar-
ranging information systems, compiling a com-
bined title and title-keymprd index and a com-
prehensivc index of services. They devised a
plan for keeping files updated and accurate, and
a library staff member chairs a task force made
up of the representatives of major agencies ser-
ving elders meals on wheels, OATS, social
security, voluntary action center hith the goal of
reaching all older citizens in Boone County with
information about all agencies that can provide
them ith assistance. (Catholic Library World)

Both of these programs and many others illustrate Iduit

can he accomplished Idlen libraries work hand in hand mith

other agencies. Basic to the task is knowing hhere the

elders are, as,<ssing their needs, and knol\ing t,hat other

agencies seriw4 thorn are doing hefore designing programs.

'he majority of programs have been geared to the

tulnerable elder 1y who must be reached usually outs:de of

the hbrary itself. \CO\ defines this segment as being

"nearl% third of the nation's total elderly population,

c_empri-,ed of the hard to reach :die need :pecial services

in order to he vihlo to function in the community. Often

their t:wailment 1-, partial and May limit their mobility

i 11 (11 sOhft' -,11OCt . tuowIng numbers of people Idlo are

lixing longer Itil impairments innot for d varlet\ of rea-

,o11,-, avJil them-elve-, of m\alk-in "regular" library services.

'Ilia Mielke, 1Wildilt iii eommunit\ sett-tee-, in the

Pixi',Ion of Ilblar\ l)exelopment- and Serf ices at the Maryland

)
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State Department of Education calls programming "an effec-

tive way to reach groups of impaired elderly in nursing

homes or senior centers." During a series of workshops on

programming for Older Adults, sponsored by the Division

with the Anne Arundel County Public Library's "Care-A-Van"

staff, a session on age-consciousness was followed by pro-

gram ideas.

This age-consciousness-raising can be an
important function for libraries to carry
out for providers of services to the elderly
personnel in health care agencies and senior
centers as well as library workers. A sound
background in the gerontological literature,
much of which has appeared in the past decade,
is often lacking in providers of human ser-
;ices. The professional literature on aging
written for service providers who work directly
with the elderly is scattered through many
professions with an elderly constituency and
is found mainly in academic libraries, a few
special libraries, in federal and local
government agencies and in private organiza-
tions. As aging networks expand, more of this
literature is being collected in public li-
braries, but there is still widespread age-
stereotyping and age distortion among pro-
viders themselves as among the general
public. (Balkema)

Tc, change these attitudes, Mielke reports that the

consciousness-raising segment of her workshop includes a

talk by a Gray Panther, whose organization has been in the

forefront of the age-consciousness movement, followed by

a talk by a medical doctor with information about the im-

paired and non-impaired in the community and how many of

each the library is already serving.

Program ideas included: storytelling for older adults;

the Wisconsin experience with the Bi-Folkal Project (of
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which more later); Bibliotherapy and poetry therapy; pup-

peteering; and the National Council on Aging's Senior Center

Humanities Program.

Mielke points to bibliotherapy, poetry and art therapy,

as being effective programming techniques especially for the

impaired elderly but enjoyed also by the more independent.

Certified therapists in each field are few in number, but

people with some professional experience and knowledge can

present useful programs. Of course, in addition to group

programming, services on a one-to-one basis to the impaired

can mean the difference between isolatio and a feeling of

relationship and involvement with the outside world. (Cath-

olic Library World)

Arleen Hynes, a certified poetry therapist and librar-

ian in the circulating library at St. Elizabeth's Hospital

in Washington, D.C. (a mental hospital) is an advocate of

bibliotherapy as a regular public library programming tech-

nique with the normal elderly, to promote preventive mental

health and personal growth as well as possible healing.

"The beauties of nature and the function of everyday things

like doors or daffodils or daybreak are described by poets,"

she says; "the idiosyncracies of human hearts are depicted

in short stories, plays or novels. These are the tools the

poet or bibliotherapist uses to open the inward eye." She

talks about the kinds of insights into self and others that

can ensue from the reading of such a poem as Wordworth's "I

Wandered Lonely as A Cloud" or Crapscy's two-line poem, "On

Seeing Wcatherheaten Trees."

1)
0.0,..;)
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Although no precise figures on how many public libraries

provide bibliotherapy on even a modest scale are available,

Ms. Hynes cites the example of the Santa Clara County Public

Library which has had a full-time bibliotherapist on its

staff for several years. Initially established with LSCA

funds, the program was being partially supported in 1979

with Revenue Sharing funds. The program, coordinated with

the County's mental health department serves groups in var-

ious settings (prisons, mental health centers) as well as

the elderly. Hynes reports that "Ms. Lack uses multi-media

presentations to hold interest, especially when she works

with the elderly. Then she combines short amounts of humor,

film, poetry, and plays...The number of people eager to

receive these services is large. Continued funding of this

project speaks in recognition of its value." She believes

that "the library is a natural setting for bibliotherapy

sessions" and that more and more librarians as well as mental

health professionals will use "the tool of literature to

help persons toward self-affirmation...The aging are persons

for whom getting in touch with feelings would have special

value." (Catholic Library World)

The National Endowment for the Humanities Senior Center

Humanities program, coordinated through a grant to the Na-

tional Council on Aging, is designed to bring new horizons

to older people, to bring happiness and a feeling of growth,

beyond mere survival. It is most effective as a group pro-

gram, and equally effective on a one-to-one basis with a

physically impaired person. It is in fact a book or

9 )
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literature discussion program in which many libraries col-

laborate. Someone who likes to read but is wheelchair

bound may also take great pleasure in developing writing

skills. At the Second Horizon Senior Center in Colorado

Springs, the frail elderly from a nearby nursing home have

been joined, with library cooperation, by mobile elders to

discuss such writings as Personal Geography by Coatsworth,

The Little Shoemaker by Singer, and Emerson's Terminus.

(Mullane)

Says involved humanist Knight, "Older people identify

with characters in the literature they are reading and

through their analysis of feelings and reactions they are

able to rise above their own tensions and deal with the

problems of others and with broader issues facing older

people as a whole." (American Education)

Recognizing the need of many who are unable to leave

their homes, the Pierce County Library System in Tacoma,

Washington, has put the study units for the Humanities pro-

gram on remote access telephone for the individual use by

the elderly, blind, disabled, shut-in and hospitalized.

The library receives as many as 100 calls a day from the iso-

lated persons thus served. This project in turn has spawned

the "Life Journeys" program in which seniors read modern

fiction and tell related stories from their own past. They

bring in family photos for use as subjects in short story

writing assignments. (Mullane)
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The senior humanities program reaches individuals from

vastly different educational and social backgrounds, from

former state senators with advanced degrees to retired

laborers whose working days left them no time for learning

to read with 'njoyment. One key to the program's wide ap-

peal is its adaptability. Bound books or study units are

provided to each group, as are recorded tapes in both Spanish

and English. Discussion leaders generally follow the course

outline, but are urged to improvise according to particular

needs and desires of participants.

The humanities program has been held at some 800 ser-

vice centers, including senior centers, nursing homes and

libraries, and "has had the effect of upgrading the level of

programming in senior centers." It has sparked new inter

ests and new projects like the tapes prepared by center

members in Sandy, Oregon, about the city's historic land-

marks, now being used by the local historical society for

tours. "The courses have meant new friendships, shared

interests and intellectual renewal for participants."

(Mullane)

At least two outstanding "package programs" have been

devised by libraries and librarians, both of them multi-

media, and both useful with impaired and independent elderly

alike.

What is now Bi-Folkal Productions, Inc., a non-profit

company to handle sales of its "Remembering Kits," began in

thn mid-1970s when two graduate students at the University

of Wisconsin-Madison's library school noticed that libraries

31
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were not as successful in reaching senior citizens as they

wanted to be. Says Kathryn Leide, "We were interested in

a kind of outreach program, a way of serving people who

weren't regular customers of the library." The two secured

federal grants through the Wisconsin Division of library

Services, and set about creating a multi-media, multi-

sensory set of kits for librarians -- and others to use

with older people. The kits were built around a particular

theme of experiences shared by older citizens. "through a

variety of smells, sounds, objects to touch, jokes, slides,

recordings, songs, skits and pictures, the elderly were

taken on a nostalgia trip to their past." The kits were

tried out locally, after being developed with much library

rosearch and visits to nursing homes. For instance, in a

Lutheran home, "Remembering County Fairs" was enjoyed by

residents wearing straw hats, drinking hot apple cider,

while playing guessing games, watching slides of early

fairs, viewing a movie of a quilting bee, and taking part

in a singalong.

Another kit, "Remembering 1924" is full of era remind-

ers, including mahjong tiles, Edna St. Vincent Millay poetry,

a price list, tapes of songs, and "scratch and sniff" pads

of such odors as gin (reminder of Prohibition). "Remembering

Train Rides," "The Depression," and "School Days," are all

accompanied by folksy sights, sounds, smells and "feelics."

The kits come with directions and are so self contained

that they may he borrowed from libraries and used in nursing
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homes and senior centers without special help. They allow

participants to share experiences related to the theme and

the times, and to build a sense of camaraderie. (Haws, in

Library Journal)

Baltimore County's Public Library System in Maryland

is another public library that is going into programming

for older citizens in a big way. They now have twenty

audiovisual program packages under the title Gray and Growing,

which are available for group use and are heavily booked

into senior centers and also nursing homes. The library's

communications staff has made some films itself, and also

incorporates some of the "Remembering" kits into its pack-

ages. A manual of directions and discussion ideas accompa-

nies each package. Information topics of interest to elders

include crime prevention, physical and mental health, nu-

trition, political awareness and sex; other packages are

purely recreational.

The Baltimore County Library system also has videotaped

and is circulating 10 half hour programs for TV showing,

called Generations. It was made possible by the opening of

a videotape facility at one of the library's branches.

like the program packages, Generations has been funded in

part by LSCA funds. The library system also sponsors video-

tape production classes for seniors and has included them

as narrators, interviewers as well as in production of the

TV presentations and packages. A special newsletter listing

events, discount tickets and other opportunities and re-

sources, called Three Score and More, is widely distributed

tio
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in the County to institutions and individuals. The pro-

gramming-communications staff of the library also prepares

training films for librarians and other personnel about hob

to provide programming to older adults both inside the li-

brary and at sites outside of it. The library also spon-

sors workshops for seniors who are active, or would like to

he, in leadership and programming for senior centers, on

such possibilities as inter-generational programs and how

to conduct an oral history project. (Gray and Growing

Manual and other materials)

All of these Baltimore County programs are particularly

good examples of the new kind of programming that is emerging

from libraries for the mobile, active older people who want

to learn, express, develop new dimensions, contribute and

perhaps influence the society around them.

A Bouquet of Library Programs

It has difficult to decide whether to tell about the

follohing programs by categories separating those for

the dependent from those for the more independent elders -

or perhaps identifying them as education often defines pro-

grams as geared for "coping and survival," "expression,"

"cnntrihution" or "influence." It has decided to present

by place, because it is useful to see how many kinds of

efforts and services are being undertaken by one library

s\ -Vern.

In Houston, the institutional staff of the library

hork, in cooperation with program coordinators in "S7 nur,ing
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homes and senior nutrition sites. One librarian with three

clerical assistants provide movies and slide tape programs

to people at the sites; and large type books, magazines and

other materials are lent to the centers for resident use.

Houston's "Books by Mail" program was originally funded by

LSCA and designed to serve the elderly, but it has now been

expanded to include services to working parents, the home-

bound, and others who fin it hard to get to the libraries

themselves. While many requests are filled from the "Books

by Mail" core collection of paperbacks, users may borrow

books from any agency in the system, requesting titles by

phone or mail. A special catalog goes to patrons monthly,

listing all new books available.

Also in Houston, for mobile elders, along with anyone

else who wants to come, there are short programs during the

noon hour. Thursdays and Fridays are devoted to mini-

series, with topical programs over a two- to six-week period

on such themes as finances, pre-retirement planning, self-

awareness. The library has worked closely with a number

of community groups such as the Mental Health Association,

the Family Service Center and the Houston Grand Opera

Association to plan these programs.

The Houston Library System has also been the recipient

of a NM public programs grant for the Learning Library Pro-

gram to provide continuing education opportunities for adults

and children outside a classroom setting. Emphasis teas on

the ethnic heritage of Houston's principal population seg-

ments with special conside ration of the social and cultural
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heritage of the Wxican-American community. Many seniors

here involved, some as active participants in talks, demon-

strations, and displays centered on such topics as "Death,

Dying and Grief," "Our Ancestors' Groves," "Featuring Fami-

lies" and "Houston: A Woman's History." More than 20 branches

and the central library were involved, and efforts were made

to link children's activities, such as a two-part program on

family roots and heritage, including discussion of heirlooms

and photographs, to programs for older adults.

The Upper Cumberland Regional Library Center, headquar-

tered in Cookeville, Tennessee, began its program in 1975 by

providing library services to nine nutrition centers in the

nine county area it serves. Later the program was expanded

to provide services to 12 nursing homes. When the nutrition

center program had to he discontinued due to a cut in funds,

the nursing home visits continued. The library felt that if

it had to choose between service to the able elderly those

found in the walk-in centers and the frail, institution

alized, they hould opt for services to the latter for whom

there were so feh opportunities. Comments from the first

year of service are enlightening:

The large print hooks have become very much
in demand, and it has been difficult to keep
ahead of many readers with the purchase of
new titles. At first some were hesitant about
accepting the large print books...but it has
opened a whole new world to them. Others who
said they read only the Bible and the news-
paper are now enjoying Jesse Stuart's books,
inspirational titles, and even westerns....

It has found that considerable time and per-
sonal attention was required in helping

N..
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patients to make book selections. Many had
never had the opportunity to develop a read-
ing habit, and had difficulty in selecting
books for themselves. By now, a few of the
people have become familiar enough with some
of the books and authors to recommend them to
others...Particularly at some of the centers
where people were a little slow to start
reading, participants now express an interest
in reading, and have asked for assistance...
We notice that often people who began reading
because of special interests in only one area
later expanded to a more varied selection of
hooks.

At each visit to the nutrition centers, a 30-
minute book and film program was presented...
books were discussed briefly...100 or so books
enabled them to browse...and between visits
they often exchanged books among themselves...
personal contact and attention was an important
part of the program...Picture-type books pro-
vided by the library have been used extensively
by the nursing home staffs with the confused
patients, as mental and visual stimulation for
purposes of motivation and re-orientation.
(From reports to the State Library Agency and
letters)

Good working relationships have been established be-

tween library personnel and staff at all the nursing homes.

The success of the library's work depended in a large degree

on the commitment of the nursing home staff to its objectives,

and "It is in the nursing homes where this commitment is

evident that the strongest library programs have been

established." Although the primary service of the Upper

Cumberland Library System is to the elderly, an important

spin-off is the service to staff members. Films and other

materials for in-service training sessions are supplied and

individual staffers often request special books and other

material. The project librarian has taken care to become

'1'
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informed of new developments and materials in the health

care/geriatrics fields, and has prepared annotated lists for

the staffs.

The IINC (Library Information Center) of the Memphis

and Shelby County Public Library System is a fully inte-

grated I 6 R service which operates as the only comprehensive

service of this nature for the citizens of Memphis and Shelby

County. the major portion of the funding comes from the li-

brary's regular budget, but the program does receive a grant

from the Area Agency on Aging each year. This enables LILAC

to serve the elderly in three outlying counties rural

Fayette, Tipton and Lauderdale. By June of 1980, some 2200

copies of L1NC's Directory of Human Services had been dis-

tributed to agencies and human services workers in the four-

county area. Cooperative efforts included those with churches

and other social agencies. About 8.750 of the total 1 6 R

requests during the 1979-80 year here from senior citizens.

At the Lancaster County Library in Pennsylvania, LSCA

funds in 1980 mounted a system-wide project to provide both

print and non-print materials of special interest to resi-

dents of the area senior centers and nursing homes. Both

paid and volunteer staff were trained in the use of library

materials For programming, andtraining sessions were video-

taped for future training sessions and accompanied by a

training manual. Some 37 homes and eight Senior centers

are benefiting.



In Pottsville, also in Pennsylvania, the library ex-

panded services to the county old age and nursing care facil-

it and trained resident volunteers in basic circulation

techniques so that they could serve residents on a daily basis.

Several big city libraries, including those of \lilhaukee

and betroit, have specially equipped bookmobiles hhich visit

senior housing projects and nursing homes on a regular basis

pith large type hooks, recordings and other materials. Many

of the mobile units accommodate wheelchairs.

The Morning Callers Project, coordinated and managed by

the Tulsa City-County library, provides telephone reassurance

to solitary shut-ins to he sure all is well. During a recent

especially hot Oklahoma summer, this library distributed

electric fans donated by the public to seniors whose homes

here hithout air conditioning. Tulsa librarians visit local

companies to conduct pre-retirement workshops. These ses-

sions prepare people to take up hobbies, introduce them to

the joys of regular reading, and suggest other activities

for the time after they hill have left their jobs. Tulsa's

special I l g service for seniors, mentioned earlier, main-

tains a file of agencies and programs and also keeps an up-

to-date llst of speakers hho can address gioups about aging,

retirement and like subjects.

!ht. Monroe cougtv, %ew York program, already mentioned

foi its tie-ins with congregate meal programs, is head-

quartered in Pochester and is considered to be among the

hest all-around, multi-dimensional programs for the elderly.

It s Project Libra (I ibra ry Information, book s and Re `-;(2,1 I eh



for the Aging) provides training to older people in huh to

become speakers and lobbyists on their ohn behalf. The li-

brary has Kurzweil equipment, a computer hhich reads printed

material aloud to the visually impaired, and also a Visual

Fek hhich magnifies 60 times and can be used for stamps,

reading fine print, etc.

Monroe County also publishes a directory of older art-

ists hho perform for a fee or for tree, called You Can Shine,

hhich includes magicians. book renewers, a quilting expert

and many others. There is also a list of day trips (activities

within a 30 mile arca), local media programs of interest, and

a list of subsidized housing and other scr-ic. available to

seniors.

Fhe library in Muscadine, Ioha circulates 10 hand-held

and lighted magnifiers, hhile in San Diego the County Li-

brary loans videocassettes on travel, hobbies and sports for

seniors, with the equipment to play them.

The Tucson Public Library in Arizona sponsors classes

for elders in fiscal responsibility, planning for retirement

and cooking for one or tho, lAen more interesting, perhaps,

becan,,e of its stimulus to creativity, is the librarv',,

hriter-in-restdence program hhich 1,, spearheading as,,emblage

of a book of poetry by patron over 60 hhich the library hill

pu6lisn.

lire Prookln Public f S\(;L_Trogram

enior a-,,1,tant, to help pre,,ent film lecture--, run ti

to en I tura I event', and -)enior Stop, t he 1 Ibr,Iry ,pedal

I Ntookl\n'-, librarN. has been doing
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programa kor older people since 1952, when the Flatbush

branch began daily programs for seniors. Its program title

prefigures, incidentally, the use of SAGES to designate

older people whose talents could be put to work on a sytem-

atic basis as consultants, lecturers, and in other resource

roles, as suggested recently. (Kaplan)

People of 62 and older can call TOTE (Transportation for

the Elderly) for a ride to town, to doctors' appointments

and for other errands. TOTE is a telephone dispatch service

supervised by the Plainedge, '1.Y. Public Library in con-

junction with the Red Cross. The same library has a news-

letter, Discovery, for older citizens, which features such

information as emergency fuel sources, news of energy tax

credits, and where to get other help.

In Batesburg, South Carolina, the Lexington county

Library, like so many others,

serves our senior citizens both as an inte-
grated part of our regular patronage and as
a separate eD-ity in outreach services to the
County's nursing homes, retirement homes, and
senior centers...I also do programs for senior
groups which meet in the community, and we
have sponsored several programs with outside
speakers in the library addressing such sub-
jects as crime prevention, medication educa-
tion, poetry, pottery workshops and physical
fitness. (Letter from librarian)

This library also prepares radio spots for a program,

Senior Scene, holds workshops for service providers to the

elderly on such topics as "Death and Dying" and prepares

lists of non-ageist hooks for children. The library works

closely with the Council on Aging and other agencies to pro-

vide programs in both the library and senior centers. It is
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one of two such programs in the state funded originally by

LSCA as demonstrations, this one to be picked up as part of

the local budget at the end of the grant period.

In Connecticut, the State Division of Library Develop-

ment collaboratLd with the State Department on Aging to pre-

pare a statewide directory of Education and Training Resources

on Aging, and copies were sent to all public and institutional

libraries. To help seed and share new efforts for older citi-

zens by libraries, the Division described some services for

elders being rendered around the state and disseminated this

report. Focus in most of these programs is for the "old-old"

and immobile. Among them: the Guilford Library sponsors

storytelling at a nursing home and a Valentine's Day Concert

by a Senior Citizens' Band. In Hamden, senior citizens

volunteer more than 1,300 hours of assistance in a year at

the library, and the library also participates in a program

to employ senior aides. In Meridan, surveys of the wants

and interests of residents in homes and housing units are

conducted periodically, and hook selection reflects the ex-

prr_sssed desires. Books are delivered monthly in collaboration

with the Junior Women's Club. Seymour has magnifiers for

circulation. In South Windsor, the Senior Calendar lists

the library's "Booked for Lunch" and the minibus brings

elders to the liorary. Westport holds poetry workshops at

the Senior Center three times each month, as well as travel

logs, hooktalks and hook discussions. A branch of the West

Haven Public Library, located in the community center, coor-

dinates programs with the senior center at the same location,

tfA.,
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and special programs include sound slide production classes

and a NCOA /NEII hook discussion program. This library also

displays art by seniors and hobby displays, and coordinates

with the local AARP chapter.

In Boone, Iowa, the Old Settlers Library is a separate

branch which serves the old and middle-aged in the older part

of town. A special book collection is brought to life with

programs and games scheduled once a week, a crafts class twice

a week, a potluck meal every third Friday, and entertainment,

which includes a folk singer, slides and films about the

town's history.

Several libraries have recruited nursing home residents

to read to children and to review books for them, while the

Rhode Island Department of State Library Services circulated

hook reviews by older persons of books likely to appeal to

others. Talking Books for the Blind users put their reviews

on tape.

The Austin Public Library in Texas, another recipient of

an OAA grant, used it to expand services from bookmobile

visits to a single nursing home to a comprehensive program

serving isolated and confined citizens in two counties. Per-

sonal contact was achieved by daily visits to the homes and

retirement complexes with framed art prints, cassette tapes

and players for them. Group programming included hook re-

views, poetry readings and musical presentations. The li-

brary supplied film and slide projectors and a 35 mm. camera

for photography programs run by nursing home or senior center

staff.
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In Shreveport, Louisiana, the library system sponsored

a symphony for seniors in conjunction with the Louisiana Arts

Council and the Shreveport Symphony. Performances by the

orchestra's woodwind and string quartets were offered in eight

parish (county) sites with an opera dress rehearsal (Rigoletto)

the highlight, attended by 1200 seniors. Quartet performances

were staged in branch libraries and in churches.

One could give many more examples from every part of the

country, from large city systems to small town libraries

whose resources may he meager but whose goodwill and ingenuity

are great. It seems evident that libraries have learned much

about what needs doing and how to do it for older Americans,

and that many of them are ready to meet the challenge of the

growing sophistication, the increasing confidence and expec-

tations of the new over 65's.

Harriet Eisman, writing in 1979, says it well:

In its broadest sense, public library service to
the elderly can span all of the types of programs
and materials that have been associated with the
library as an institution of community education
and public service. Actual programs developed
across the U.S. show varying combinations of
cultural, recreational, social service, and
educational components geared to the needs of
individual communities and libr y staffing
strength...Thus the library's unique capacity
to put people in touch with their own capabil-
ities, with others, with hooks, music or ideas
here becomes an invaluable gift to many hho have
been virtually cast off by our youth-oriented
society.

In its guidelines for library service to the aging, the

American Library Association's latest (1981) revision of its

guidelines outlines involvement in three areas:
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s Knowledge and Information Collection;

Knowledge and Information Dissemination; and

Action (including programs and projects, inter-
generational involvement, Information and Retrieval,
continuing education, outreach to the immobile,
and many others).

To add further emphasis, Eisman quotes gerontologist

Dennis Hameister, who compares the responsibilities of pub-

lic libraries to those of institutions of higher education,

including:

Knowledge production and community analysis to
determine client population and needs;

Knowledge dissemination: providing the elderly
themselves with life maintenance (practical) and
life enrichment (cultural) information; providing
the community at large with materials on the
realities of the aging process; and offering in-
formation to advocacy groups; and

Knowledge utilization: channeling appropriate in-
formation to service providers, local commissioners
of aging, nutrition sites, etc., and assisting
them in planning and in service delivery.

Certainly the two sets of responsibilities have much in

common. "Clearly," says Eisman, "gerontologists and librari-

ans see an important role for the public library in meeting

the needs of the elderly. This enthusiasm is matched by that

of the older patrons..." But senior care providers can con-

stitute a barrier when they do not see the need for library

services. (Wilson Library Bulletin)

It is clear that training in the potentials of library

services T%-ith elders must he a priority for librarians. The

University of Denver has a series of video tapes and slide

tapes in a program entitled Vintage Programs, for use by
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those who wish to plan senior services. Topic' include:

Library Service and the Aging, Community Cooperation, Barrier

Free Access, Working with Oldel- Employees and Volunteers, and

Reaching Out Services outside the library. The slide tape

programs include such subjects as consumer issues, nutrition

and health all of them accompanied by study guides.

Librarians themselves will need more special training to

work effectively with both the impaired and the viable elderly.

The Administration on Aging is supporting the development of

new curricula on gerontological services at the library

schools of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, and at

Rutgers, the State University.

Librarians are increasingly turning their attention to

the kinds of programming that rely upon older persons them-

selves for their operation. Older people will be more and

more involved as providers as well as receivers of programs

for all ages. Older people are already tutoring kids, ar-

ranging exhibits and programs, telling stories, tutoring

adults who cannot read, contributing to oral histories, and

producing audiovisual materials. They can and will build good-

will, as well as speak, write and lobby for the aging inter-

ests and for libraries as well.

Says Pauline Winnick, for many years a young adult

librarian:

The visibility of seniors in these active roles
can help to break down common misconceptions
that libraries are only for children and the
young. Libraries can help destroy myths about
aging by helping to prepare for the transition
from full-time employment to part-time jobs,
career changes or satisfying leisure.
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Older people can he wonderfully influential
role models to youth for the benefits of
thinking, reading, and following up and
relating ideas. Intergenerational programs
are on the rise. In one library, a senior
created puppets and helped children with
puppet shows. And in one Vermont town,
elders and teens worked together to locate
primary source material ire homes of community
residents letters, diaries, photos and
newspapers. In seeking older residents to tape
interviews about old times,. young people came
to appreciate their humor, their good sense,
and their understanding about what it is like
to be young. (American Education)

Opportunities for creative collaborative programming

by public libraries are many. The aging network consisted

in 1980 of ten regional offices, 57 state and territorial

offices, 635 Area Agencies on Aging, and 4,204 senior cen-

ters. Since 1978 emphasis has been on their responsibility

to effect "social integration of older people through policy

development and advocacy." (Developments in Aging, 1980)

ACTION's whole range of volunteer programs for the

elderly continues to offer opportunities to librarians.

Whereas initial focus of most of these programs was on the

value of service to the morale of the senior volunteers,

more recent attention has focused on the benefit to those

who are served by them. The Retired Senior \T'iunteer Pro-

gram (RSVP) now includes nearly 300,000 senior volunteers.

Many of them are already involved with libraries, and many

more could be.

The Foster Grandparent Program, one of the most appeal-

ing of ACTION's programs and the earliest begun, started in

fact 1%ith demonstration Funding from the Office of Economic

Opportunity in 1965. Low-income men and women, age 60 and

(I'.I i
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older, here recruited to work with children with handicaps.

A modest stipend for lunch and transportation permitted them

to serve without cost to themselves. The Senior Companions

Program, begun in 1973, works in much the same way, pith the

difference that Senior Companions serve adults with special

needs. often the impaired elderly.

The ability and willingness of older people to volunteer

their time and energies in the future will be directly af-

fected by changing economic conditions, and also by changing

attitudes and values. "It may be that elders will increasing-

ly seek volunteer activities characterized by high degrees of

self-help and mutual aid, or which will lead to the greater

empoherment of elders as a group." (Allen)

There was a modest growth in 1980-81 in the senior volun-

teer programs, and the objectives were to match the talents

and the experiences of older persons with unmet community

needs. 'plant' notes of caution against possible exploitation

arc being heard, hohever. (Sec pp. 56-57.)

Jobs for pay were provided under the Senior Community

Service Employment Program, a kind of special CET1\ for the

elderly poor. Some 52,250 of them have had jobs each year

on a part-time basis in senior centers, day care facilities,

hospital,:, conservation programs, and programs for the handi-

capped. horkers average 20 to 25 hours per week. In the

1979-80 program, 65'0 of the horkers were women, 30", here

minority group members, and 60(:, had less than a high-school

education. 11so, two nehly authorized programs for 1980-81

here Helping Hand and Income Counseling.
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Some new opportunities for library intervention and col-

laboration might be found directly in the area of survival

and coping information needs, such as in connection with the

San Francisco Senior Escort-Outreach Program, a plan to reduce

crime against the elderly. A 1980 survey of some 400 seniors

in seven city neighborhoods showed that they felt that their

major problems were: income, safety, health and transporta-

tion. The plan calls for a city-wide crime prevention service

to the elderly in which "the Escort Service, the Police De-

partment, and the SF Office on Aging should develop a city-

wide plan to implement special senior crime prevention pro-

grams such as telephone reassurance, literature distribution,

neighborhood watch, senior-oriented block clubs, senior crime

prevention specialists all as a coordinated effort."

Libraries are not mentioned, but could certainly be in-

volved. (SF Senior Escort Service Plan)

Recalling the comparison drawn between the responsibili-

ties toward the elderly by libraries with those of institu-

tions of higher education introduces some enticing possibili-

ties for libraries in the future and not necessarily just

public libraries including collaboration with colleges

and community colleges in providing both traditional and

non-traditional types of learning experiences for older

people.

The Lducation Amendments of 1980, for example, which

re- authorised the Higher Education Act, amended Title I to

include most of the community ,;ervice and continuing educa-

tion programs as part of a new educational outreach progi am.
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This makes federally supported post-secondary education

programs more responsive to non-traditional students, in-

cludin,,, the elderly, women returning to the work force, and

persons whose age, race, sex or handicap has prevented

earlier involvement in education. The emphasis is on life-

long learning.

IL is noteworthy that the U.S. Department of Education's

motto "Learning Never Ends" symbolizes efforts by organiza-

tions -epresenting the elderly to ensure that older Americans

der ive maximum benefits from federal education programs. It

is of course in the Department of Education that the major

federal programs for libraries are found. Adult, vocational/

career and consumer education programs are also among those

which offer opportunities for libraries to collaborate with

other institutions on programs for the elderly.

A long list of community service and continuing education

programs for older adults listed in the U.S. Senate's 1980

report calls out for collaboration by the libraries of the

colleges where they were held. One hopes mightily that many

were involved in such courses as "Mobilizing Educational Pro-

grams for Older Adults at Senior Facilities" at the University

of Denver, "Developing Effective Volunteer Programs" at the

University of Delaware, and Mississippi University for

Women's "Ca reer Development."

And then there is Elderhostel, which began just six

years ago at d college in New Hampshire, and in the summer

of 1981 enrolled 37,000 seniors at 450 colleges in all SO

states. Hostelers must he 60 or older, or the compan:on or

0
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spouse of someone who is. The curriculum is demanding and

mind-stretching. The length of courses varies from one

week to several. At one college at least last summer,

the University of Hartford the library did a lively busi-

ness with Elderhostel students.

On that note, we will now turn to what the professionals

in gerontology, the sociologist, the psychologist and older

people themselves have to tell us about what they like and

do not like about themselves, their present lives and what

might help to make them better.

As Sam Levenson, the late comedian, said, "You may not

be getting any younger, but if the best is yet to come, it

will come only if invited."

' " 4
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P(,IZCITTIONS OF \GINd: USFARCII, STUDILS l'\:1) OPINIoNS

Ben Franklin, at 80, still had some advice left to give:

"Keep up Your -Tirit-,," he said, "and that will keep up your

hodies." It was good advice, then, as now, but not always

easy to follow.

Certainly, the relationship between the mind and the

body, between mental and physical health, has been drawn

and redrawn over and oer again by research, and by the

life experience of countless individuals. There is a growing

recognition that the health problems of the elderly require

more than health services alone. "An important factor in

minimizing illness is activity which means that older

people's health can benefit from expanded free-time options,

senior centers, and other programs that keep them interested,

active and involved." (Crier) It is the belief of Alex

Comfort that To remain in optimal health, old people need

what people need work to do, money to live on, a :,lace to

live in, and other people to care whether they live or die...

Stop treating them as a problem when they are in fact a

resource, and begin treating them as people." 1%ork, says

Comfort, is the "biggest preservative of all...real life

employment is the key in preventing many of the social deli

city of old age, such as loneliness, boredom, mental dis-

turbance, poverty and deterioration..." (Gross, Gros-, and

Seilman)

Gencrali:Ntions about the elderly which show them :1-;

economicJI1N and -,ocilllv depriked do d dl:',erVicc hv

5,'
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presenting them as a problem rather than part of the solu-

tion to society's ills. The older public buys the myths

along kith the younger people, and if all is well pith them,

think of themsches as exceptions to the rule. Indeed the

great majority of older people report a high level of satis-

faction hith their time of life higher levels than do

young and middle-aged people. The Louis Harris survey for

the National Council on Aging in 1074, published as The Myth

and Reality of Aging in America, found that "Most older

\mericans feel that their condition in life is better, econom-

ically and socially, than the general public believes it to

be...Most have both the desire and the potential to be

productive, contributing citizens." (Harris)

Studies made in the 1 960s and -Os suggest that the

society's vieh of the aged has its roots in childhood. A

19Th University of Maryland study of children's attitudes

toward the elderly produced such remarks as "sick," "sad,"

"tired," "ugly," "crippled," "Chem funny," and from the same

children such de:-,criptions as "kind," "friendly," and

"honderful." Studies of children's hooks and also television

plogram, ,hop that these media play a part in projecting an

image or p,is,,ivity, pioblem.`,, and poerlessne:-,S as been:

t%picil of old age. (\merican Education)

ihe los-, of role that comes with bereavement, divorce

or retirement, and the difilculties of negotiating personal

Jad proteional ttantilt ion, are particular problems for

hoiden. "Ilie \a t r t V 01 t Ile e dc 1'1\ poor are h (me n hho

I e 110'% reap t he 1 i11lt t a Ilietimc of
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discrimination, and in the case of minorities, racial bias

as (Sommers) k)r i\omen, aging spells not only a

drastic cut in income in manv cases, but also loss of iden-

tity and self-esteem as 1,m11. Fhe displaced homemaker who

has out her "women's role" receives not a cent in re-

tirement benefits of her own and qualifies only as a

dependent. (Sommers)

\l though both men and iomen who are old are apt to he

treated as incompetent, tomen are more inclined to internal-

1:e the negative social evaluations, perhaps because they

mesh so sell in.ith their osn self-evaluations. Some of the

sort problems of aging afflict iidohs Oio have never worked

at joh':, or an% significance to them. If they have ventured

outside the role of homemaker at al-, it i as only to "help

out" iith the money earned. Says Sommers, "Since the tradi-

tional role of the site in marriage is to create her identity

through her husband supporter and adjunct, Olen the hus-

band diet-,, she loses herself as well as her mate." As one

1,nman said, "IA- husband represented me as a person." Used

to being located in the corld as "Joe's wife" or "John's

mother," she is caught beti.een an outgron past and an un-

cmrtain Future.

Aomen Are trained to he, men to do. Women idle are nos

Amon the :ft,Okt here taught that the quintessence of iomanhood

I to he Kind, he pat lent, he tiooJ, he pretty, he comforting,

,11ld to he In char tie of the inner the world of emotions.

plhedJed 'Ad', the hmlimf that for a telationship he-

-11S inJ a hoiiarm to pork, he must be more and better
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than she, her superior ;Ti everything but the emotional world

and the world of the home. When asked to define themselves,

even women who had been successful in the professions cr

business did so in terms of personality, looks and relation-

ships with people. As one woman stated it, "My work is what

I do, not what I am." Men, cn the other hand, defined them-

selves in terms of work ("I am a doctor"). None of them

included "husband," and almost none "father," in definitions

of themselves. (Rubin)

Being out in the work world offers advantages not to

be found in traditional roles inside ,-,- home. "Identity

is formed through the process of internalizing the external.

A self exists in a social context it grows as part of

interaction with the social world." (Rubin) Work is a

source of income but more than that, a source of routine,

of status and identity. It is a source of social inter-

action (fellow workers are often friends) and of meaningful

experience. (George)

Dr. [fans Selye, one of the world's leading authorities

on stress, emphasizes that a certain amount of stress is

necessary to life and health. When we can discharge it,

we do not perceive it as stress, but when we cannot cope

with it, it destroys. (Gross)

Catherine (K v) Porter at the Center for Gerontology at

the University of Oregon, has developed a coping skills work-

shop to teach middle-aged women, older women ant men usable

skills for stress management in their everyday lives.
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Life transitions often produce unnecessary
stress because many people lack basic stress-
preventing skills. Since stress is a recog-
nized cause of illness and death in this
culture, developing skills for managing tran-
sitions can sustain and insure physical and
emotional health...Regardless of one's age,
coping successfully with one's environment is
necessary to feeling competent and in control
of one's life... (Generations)

Depression, says Rubin, is a kind of passive rebellion,

and women are very apt to resort to it in old age, It is in

keeping with the helplessness and dependence that women have

been trained to respond to anger and to discontent in a

passive mode. But even when socially prescribed parts are

played perfectly, something else m / go on inside. Ambiv-

alence (to be intelligent and hide it, to be competent but

appear helpless) and the contradiction between social defini-

tions and the inner sense of self, dissonance between cultural

mandates and the reality of being, could be the explanation

for the prevalence of depression in women. Depression can

cause havoc, mental illness and decline. (Rubin) A National

Institute of Mental Health study showed that working wives

suffered less depression than housewives, though still more

than working husbands. (Lake)

There is very little evidence available concerning the

effects of aging itself on identity and adjustment. However,

what is available suggests that self-concept and self-esteem

remain remarkably stable over time in most elderly persons.

Much human behavior and social interaction is motivated by

a del,ire to maintain and enhance identity. A major mechanism

of identity maintenance consists of acting and interacting
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in ways that are compatible with personal commitments and

values. Since identity maintenance is often dependent on

the opinions and reactions of others, an individual can

structure the immediate environment so that it is conducive

to identity maintenance. Example: an older person who finds

it difficult to clii,:o stairs but does not want to appear

disabled can restrict public life to places without stairs

so that a sense and image of physical competence can be

fostered. (George) In other words, a person can select

social and physical environments that minimize the possi-

bilities of identity threat.

Like identity, social adjustment is a major motivational

force in human behavior and social interaction. A great

deal of behavior is determined by efforts to meet the de-

mands of the environment and to maintain a sense of personal

well-being. Role performance is one measure of how well an

individual meets the demands of the environment, but a sense

of personal well-being is largely determined by personal

taste and preference. There is growing evidence, however,

that in our society people do use very similar criteria to

assess the quality of life. (Andrews and Withey) (Campbell,

Converse and Rodgers) Respondents in several large national

surveys show that people identify certain areas of life

experience as important in their assessment of well-being:

work, family, leisure activities and sense of community.

Said Simone de Beauvoir, French philosopher and

feminist, in Coming of Age: "There is only one solution

if old age is not to be an absurd parody of our former life,
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and that is to go on pursuing ends that give our existence

a meaning devotion to individuals, to groups or to

causes, social and political, and to intellectural or cre-

ative work."

Again and again, research confirms that there i; no

typical old age or reaction to aging. Cora Cocks, a 76-year-

old widow, speaks from a personal experience that belies

the traumas of displacement and widowhood described above:

I speak for the 84% of elders who live success-
ful lives of comparative independence and satis-
faction, with very little imposition on others.
Life started for me with rather a traumatic
childhood of unhappy experiences that gave me
the self-reliance and stamina to cope with
whatever troubles may come my way...I led
the average homemaker's life for 51 happily
married years PTA, cookie making, child
raising, grandparenting. I also kept in-
volved in community activities. For 15 years
I directed the Christmas Seal sale; served five
years on the California Commission on Aging,
and at the age of 65, I organized the first
birth control clinic in our city, and directed
it for seven satisfying years. My life was
so full of outside activities that I had no
time for mourning or self-pity...I lived being
16, and I enjoyed being 30 and 40 and 60, but
the seventies are the gre-test...Then you reach
the delicious age of choice. I can live where
I please; keep the TV on 1z-to; read in bed all
night; eat when I want and what I please...I
have earned the right to do my own thing...I
work on projects that interest me with people
I like and admire...I have no ccmrlaint what-
ever. I think my life is great and I wouldn't
trade with anyone I know. (Generations)

Mrs. Cocks is not lonely and she is not bored. There

are many like her. An estimated 4.5 million older people

are engaged in volunteer activities alone. In a report by

the President's Task Force on the Handicapped, the assertion

i,; made that "Much of the mental impairment of the elderly
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springs from the reduction of opportunities for human con-

tact...boredom is frequently a contributing factor."

But many cannot afford, or do not want to volunteer,

their services. They want jobs, at least part-time jobs. As

Tish Sommers says:

The head set that assumes that older people should
work for nothing or for carfare and lunch is
cruelly exploitive, even though it may be a
preventive health measure for those who parti-
cipate. A large percentage of older people do
not have the option of paid employment. Just
because volunteering beats making macaroni jew-
elry at the senior center does not justify
the exploitation. (Gross)

The Harris survey showed that life satisfaction was

greater for those who were employed than for those who were

not, among the elderly. Seventy-two percent of the older

people who were employed "expected interesting and pleasant

things to happen" as against 52% of those who had retired.

Forty-four percent of those queried expressed interest in job

training or learning new skills. Comfort stresses the im-

portance of

occupation, not leisure...work with dignity
does not mean that occupation til death should
be compulsory either through financial pres-
sure or social convention...older citizens
have as much right as the young if not
more to sit on the porch and be hippies...
but even these...rest upon choice, not re-
jection. (Gross)

There is evidence that gradual retirement, the shift

from full-time to part-time employment as a transition is

attractive to workers. (Schhab) The self-employed often

reduce their work hours before they fully retire. (Quinn,

Schwab) Sweden has a National Partial Pension Scheme, begun

in 1976, which allows workers of 60 to 65 to reduce hork

5:
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hours and collect partial financial support from pensions.

Promoted as preparation for complete retirement, Norway and

Germany have similar programs. (Hanes-Olson and Wang)

Flexible retirement and much more part-time work is the

goal. Lack of work options is among the reasons for the

stereotypes of the elderly's inability to reflect their

lack of opportunity to reflect -- American values of pro-

ductivity, achievement, and independence. A change in image

requires a basic change by all generations in attitudes

toward aging, and this will not be accomplished until other

age groups start talking with older people rather than

about them. (Butler)

Our challenge is to extend the fruitful middle
years, the healthy and vigorous years in which
we live creatively, to the best of our ability,
carrying our own weight and paying our own way
as productive contributors to society.

The first step is to improve economic conditions,
the second to change negative attitudes, and the
third to acquire new knowledge about the aging
process. (Butler)

"The new generation of aged will have learned to make

demands. They want a voice in their destiny, first economic

and political, but soon social and cultural...There is a

goldmine of creativity that remains untouched for social

progress for our whole society." (Gross) Says Neugarten,

"Perhaps the new-old with their high level of political par-

ticipation, their accelerated return to education, can create

an attractive image of aging and move society toward change

by lessening fear of growing old." (Gross)
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Retirement is one of the most significant role transi-

tions in later life. (Atchley) The "near" phase is character-

ized by anticipation; the "honeymoon" phase by relief and

freedom; the "disenchantment" phase spells emotional letdown;

and the "re-orientation" phase realities negotiated.

Retirement is not typically regarded as a dread crisis

unless one is forced out. Streib and Schneider shoh that

,,omen have less positive attitudes toward retirement than

men, and that divorced and widowed women retire later as a

rule than the married and the single. Many studies show that

older workers report higher levels of job satisfaction than

do yoinger workers (Wright and Hamilton), and that many

others show positive attitudes toward retirement (80% accord-

ing to Streib and Schneider, also Kell and Patton).

One might expect those who are most satisfied with work

to have the most negative attitudes about retirement, but

this is not the case. As Seltzer and Atchley conclude: "It

is apparently possible for people to be highly committed to-

ward their profession and at the same time have other things

they might like to do as well." Many, including those most

satisfied with their occupations, look forward to retirement.

(Study of college professors by Kell and Patton)

Occupational status, and differences in prestige, edu-

cation and degree of autonomy affect the meaning of work to

the individual. Those retired from upper occupational status

(professional, managerial, proprietary) reported increases in

-,at isfuction as time in retirement passed, whereas middle

and Iiu -.tattp, former workers (craftsmen, skilled worker,-,

t,1
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sales And clerical, and semi-skilled and unskilled) reported

declines in satisfaction with retirement as time went by.

(Stokes and Maddox, George and Maddox)

Research has shorn that the more thoroughly one plAas

For the retirement years, the more likely it is that these

years hill he successful. Life satisfactions are much higher

for those who look forward to retirement, who have plans to

retire to something, and not just from a job. (Marshall)

\ 19'4 study by the Institute of Life Insurance, con-

firming the message of other studies, reported that older

people of today, in contrast with older people earlier in

the century, air, so much better educated, so much less

emotionally dependent on their children, and so much better

able to cope with the changing world that,

In discussing future life cycles they hypo-
thesize many events in the period that was
formerly designated solely as 'retirement.'
In one possible life cycle they list, between
the ages of 65 and 85, six events: part-time
work, formal education, prolonged travel, re-
marriage, education for leisure time activi-
ties, and a second career. This would imply
Advanced rather than just basic education,
and second career planning rather than just
the retirement 'haiting room' job. (Balkema)

1, to preparation at present, studies show that few

people actually participate in pre-retirement programs.

(halt and Kohn) This is due to lack of interest as hell

A', to 1NCK of iTportunity. Mere 1,-; evidence that provi,ion

oi information is more effective prepdration than is crisis

connselino ((;la,;mer and 16-;,;chaul \liddle-cla-,-; people

IN: 1:10F0 Ilkcl than other', to have received information



and reading and discussion hith co-horkers and recently

retired friends here the most frequently used 'esources.

When it comes to support systems and Families, the pat-

tern of "modified extended family" seems to he the most satis-

factory. fhis is characterized by independent households,

hith frequent contacts, in person and by phone. Rosenmavr

and Kockeis call this "revocable detachment" and "intimacy

at a distance." Ties are in place, and support can be

mobilized as needed. In the majority of families "all

generations of faintly members participate in complex pat-

terns of social resource interchange rind each generation

receives and contributes assistance in times of need."

(RosenmaYr and Kockeis)

It should be noted here that the middle-aged woman

(1S-S9) is often at the center of the care-giving, mutual

Aid family unit, taking maximum responsibility for both the

younger and the older members of the family. Soldo character-

izes this as the "dependency squeeze" on the middle-aged

i,oman tdio is quite often found, these days, balancing the

competing pressures of A joh or career, children or grand-

children, managing a home, and caring for parents. Bocci,-

grandmother in middle age, the homan of SO or S:-) may

herself the pivotal member of a four-generation family.

Caring for An aged parent (often her mother or mother-In-

latO And often needing to provide a home or some degree of

care for the children of a divorced or t.orking daughter, "thc

deplkAion of the empty ne,,t year,. A:, A carefree personal

grol%th perind he our latet myth about t,,omen." (Tobin

I
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and Kulyp) Eighty percent of home care for the impaired

elderly is provided by kin, usually the daugher, who if an

older middle-aged woman, may be experiencing some health

prolllems. (Soldo)

As Hagestad points out:

Family bonds serve a buffer function, mediating
between the individual and those events and
transitions external to family life. _a a
society where opportunities for intimate ties
have been steadily diminishing, the family
remains the source of long-term primary re-
lationships, providing help and support,
confidante relationships, and personal and
shared meanings. However, we need data
about the life transitions of individuals who
are single, divorced or re-married, and who
have chosen not to have any children. Social
scientists have barely considered the meaning
and interweave of intimate relationships, sys-
tems of support and kinship structures of
adults living outside the traditional nuclear
and extended family. (Generations)

"Contrary to belief," says Comfort, "as we get older,

we need relatives less and friends more." (Gross) Rosow

showed that high density of older people in living arrange-

ments created networks and friendships, so elderly housing

can be good for both physical and social reasons.

Patterns of interaction and mutual aid were more ex-

tensive among lower-clas:_: than among middle-class families.

(Adams) Marital relationships appear to follow a "U" course:

satisfaction with the mate is high in the twenties, lowest

in the forties, and high again in older age. (Campbell,

Converse and Rodgers) Midl ife crisis is a cause of un-

happiness in marriage, and child-rearing takes a toll during

the middle years. (Levinson) Married persons without

U 1
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children report happier middle adulthood than do those hith

children. (Campbell, Converse, Rodgers)

Of course, it is the happier, intact marriages that

produce these figures, since the unhappy ones have been

terminated before old age. In a study by Rollin and Feldman,

82% of the older wives were very satisfied with marriage,

more so than at any time in the family cycle, and 660 of the

husbands were very satisfied. Post-parental life satis-

factions included personal freedoms, accomplishment and dis-

covery of children as social resources friends. The much

touted dissatisfaction with the "empty nest" seems not to

h s stressful for most either women or men as had

once been believed.

Of all the resources considered to be necessary for a

happy and satisfying old age, education stands out as a

pervasively important one. Better educated people seem to

have a more positive self-image than those who are less

well educated. The Harris study of 1974 showed that 25, of

those over 65 considered "not enough education" a serious

problem for them, ranking close to inadequate medical care,

loneliness, crime, poor health and insufficient income.

Consistently, there appears to he a correlation betheen

the level of education and the severity of problems ex-

perienced. Retirement tends to hash out income difference,;,

while differences in education remain. Lopata found that

higher levels of education are conducive to a smooth adjust-

ment to hidohhood, because the better educated homan 1:, more
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likely to participate in community organi:ations and to develop

new friendships. Education appears to facilitate re-engage-

ment with society. Storant, Wittcls and Botwinick report

that higher levels of education are conducive to better

adjustment generally, as is higher socioeconomic status.

This is especially true of relocation. Working-class elders

are dependent upon the social and physical characteristics

or the immediate residential environment, while middle

and upper classes are more oriented to relationships and

resources in the broader community.

McCluskv identified a four-tired hierarchy of educational

need which he characterized as: "coping," "expressive,"

"contributive," and "influence." Expressive relates to the

detelopment of talents, creative abilities, and intellectual

interest; contributive to the need to do and give to the

society. It is those who seek leadership roles who aspire

to education that will enable them to influence and to become

change agents for society. Peter Drucker said recently that

"The demand for education is actually going up, not down.

ghat is going down, and Fairly fast, is the demand for tra-

ditional education in traditional schools." (WSJ, 81)

llthough many people still rank education .Is a matter of low

priority to thorn, the interest in and demand For educational

opportunitie i expected to increase as the level of formal

educational attainment among the over 65 increases, since

pa ,t eJticJtIonAl experience i,, .1 fdeter in whether or not

people pJrticipAte in educntion in their later year,;. Mar-

rl',1 D% 1D-8, one third of all institution', of higher

;. .

,1.,
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education offered free 01 reduced tuition for older per-

sons. (Cghelsvig and Timmerman) Butler helieves that

"education, hork and retirement can he integrated and

interhoven." (Butler)

It is important, though, not to draw the conclusion

that people of lob educational attainment cannot leara and

learn to enjoy learning. The NCO\ experience with the senior

humanities program strongly suggests that older people can

he taught !lei% recreational, education and leisure patterns

and behaviors. The experience of librarians enticing former

non-readers in nursing homes underlines that while it is

certainly desirable for lifelong reading habits to begin in

early childhood, it is possible, given the right environment

and resources, for older people to come to enjoy reading.

"Iven as average levels of educational attainment in-

crease substantially in coming decades, segments of the

older population will continue to experience 'coping' needs

hhich education can help to alleviate." (NCOA Policy

Center paper)

bducation can help to alleviate stress in tho hays:

-Allis can he used to confront stressful situations, and

education can facilitate realistic stress perceptions and

problem-solving skills. (La:arus) Perception of the horld

a, orderly, predictable and repon,ivc 1; conducive to

effectike coping. (C,e(r,2e)

L;a immei man in ,1 tui the 1n Pol IC\

Cent(.1:
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'2,elf-,ufficiency i, a gencrallv acLepted goal.
can education ,upport this objecti\e and

\\hot educational intetxentions are most help-
ful': People need -skills for economic suffi-
ciency, to maintain a financially secure life.
They also need practical skills to take care of
their mental and physical health NS m_'11 as to
conduct their everyday living...They need skills
that not only make them self-sufficient,
but enable them to help family members,
friends or the community at large. finally,
they need to grim and to continue to develop
,o that the\ can retain a positive self-image
and con, indeed, 1Lrestle iith day to d:iv
coping and economic survival. Lducation and
training have a role to play in all areas.
h\ taking a ne look at Idiat education can
do to help older persons to become self-suf-
ficient, policy de\clopment can he more
focused.

and fabouvic conclude that na concerted program

of Inteikention us to control large segment,' of

IntelloetuJI aging to a greater degree than commonly

-unposed." l\ith 1;arren and t\oodruff, they advocate lifelong

leorning to prokent mental atrophy. (NCOA Policy Center)

\nd \ct, sa\, Comfort, the main emphasis For the elderly

and letired still on the kind of mindless leisure

"chll Ironies older peoplc. It meons putting them dolm as

"pont per -on-, of no public account, instructed to run al%av

on! p1 m, until death calls them to bed." \nd, the NAPC

1),k_kund paper, "acti\itie'' for older persons are struc-

te 'h-ep them hti-\.' felure tIrk2 is soon a, a koid

t 1 yd Ito h ny,n Phic ,inic c1,1 - and Co I don

1 ."

}nit -t- that It L,tn the alno

'111 1 I 1 I nc,TIc that i(d) , iii t11.0 h()th

t ; enhanLin,:, indI\ l.Iiial elf-Iorth. (\CM)
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The Harris survey showed that 36°0 of those 65 and over re-

ported spending the same amount of time reading as they did

watching television, while the leisure activities of garden-

ing (for 39%) and socializing with friends (47%) ranked

higher.

What was read? There is little recent information to

reflect the rapidly changing nature of the older population

or rapidly changing social values, but Moshey found in 1972

that people who have been in the professions that require a

good deal of reading continue to read for pleasure after

retirement in the.. fields of interest. Many retirees who

read reported that their parents and grandparents read to

them when they were children, emphasizing the importance

of early established habit. Short articles or stories

were preferred to full-length books or novels, and light

materials such as romance, mysteries and religious/in-

spirational books were favored. (Romani, 1973)

Analysis of reading interests...indicates that
the elderly prefer nostalgic types of writing
that allow for reminiscing. This includes
historical pieces. In addition, their need
to assess their own lives lends itself to an
interesi in autobiographical materials that
provide for comparison with their own life
contributions. (Moshey)

This is especially true of the older elderly who are question-

ing whether they have had full and productive lives and

whether their lives have made a difference. (Erickson)

Ru'ading about characters who have met with success in living

and have been rewarded for it seems very appealing to this

age group.

I
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Both Lovelace and Wilson found that reading can provide

a way to spend time alone or he the basis for a group

experience.

Says Ossofsky of NCOA:

The involvement of an increasing number of
older Americans in intellectual pursuits re-
quires that the services and resources be
there to accept them. The lack of facilities
and their inaccessibility remain obstacles to
the participation of many older people.

The interest in senior centers has grown since they have

become so widely available. Some 19% of those queried

would like to go to one. The NCOA study of the senior

center movement "underscores its role as a vehicle for

intellectural activity and involvement, and as a bridge

to other facilities and programs." (NCOA Policy Center)

Streih is right on target when he notes the need to

focus attention on what he terms "systems problems" that

is, the interaction between leisure activities and trans-

portation, and leisure and housing. The Harris survey shows,

though, that with a higher degree of education, more places

are seen as convenient, leisure resources more accessible,

even if transportation and other barriers do exist and must

be overcome. Although fewer pc,'e over 65 used cultural,

recreational and intellectu al resources than did younger

or middle-aged persons at the time of the survey (1974),

Lhe use of these resources was higher by college graduates

than by others among the elderly:
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Libraries: by 87% of 18-54; 78% of 55-64; 63% of 65+

Movies: seen by 86% of those 18-54; 63% of 55-64; 46% of 65+

Parks: used by 80% of 18-54; 58% of 55-64; 44% of 65+

Live Theatre,
Concert, Dance: 7:)% of 18-54; 57% of 55-64; 45% of 65+

For college graduates, clearly, library use is the most

popular activity. Of all those over 65 (including non-college

graduates): 22% went to the library, 22% to the movies, 18%

to museums, 17% to concerts and 17% to community centers or

senior centers. Time of event (day or night), fear of crime,

mobility and education were all important factors in whether

there was enough motivation to overcome inconvenience.

The NCOA policy background paper cites the categories

of leisure involvement propounded by the Research Committee

on Leisure of the International Sociological Society as being:

intellectu al, aesthetic, social, civic, mass media and

physical (activities). Says the background policy paper:

Books have become more widely available through
the growth of libraries, and the availability
of paperbacks, mass media have disseminated
entertainment much of which is of the
highest. caliber -- and travel opportunities
have become available to large numbers of
people. These trends will certainly continue
through the remainder of this century. Con-
sequently, as people retire now and in the
future they will be increasingly more sophis-
ti7ated and experienced in their use of
leisure.

Whatever the level of need, whatever the level of

desire, libraries can help empower older people to make

later life the most satisfying part of life. They can do

this by providiLg for those whe have already reached the
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status of "older" and also by helping younger people to

do what Margaret Mead so wisely recommended: "To consider

what you want to do later in life while you are still

young." (Gross)
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PRESCRIPTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS AND WHAT LIBRARIES CAN DO

The statistics of a changing and growing population,

the programs undertaken in the past or currently, the find-

ings of researchers, and the insights of those already old

point in the same general direction. The "bottom line" is

that older age can be made good, as can the expectations and

the image of it. The implications are that libraries, in

many different ways, can help to make this so.

Here are some areas of emphasis that, on the basis of

the evidence, should he considered and acted upon:

1. Providing information and referral in as many areas

of coping and survival as can be encompassed, and redoubling

efforts to coordinate with other agencies providing similar

services. Added to this should be the function of inventory-

ing human resources talents, abilities, experience and

knohledge especially those of older people themselves.

2. Taking affirmative action to change the myths and

the image of older people through programs and materials

selection and production for children, young adults, middle-

years adults, and the older people themselves.

3. Making an intensive effort to participate in the

training and continuing support of health care and social

services provider staff members, to help expand their

knohledge about older people, the latest research in geron-

tology, to change attitudes and to create awareness of the

potential values of library involvement for both the impaired

and the independent elderly.
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4. Providing opportunities and programs for leader-

ship training that encourage and assist active older people

to exert their influence, monitor services, organize, speak

and lobby not only on "aging" issues, but on others as

hell: youth, education, corrections, the courts, the en-

vironment, etc.

5. Initiating/sponsoring or collaborating with projects

and programs that are intergenerational, especially those

hhich throw young and old people together in pursuit of

historical perspectives and family and community roots.

6. Producing materials and packages, with the active

participation of seniors for self-contained use in outreach

sites, and especially for cable and audience-response video

systems and radio.

7. Initiating/sponsoring or collaborating closely with

self-help programs in the area of consciousness-raising, at-

titude adjustment and music, art, poetry and bihliotherapy.

8. Mounting a major effort to work, through and with

local groups and businesses, with midlife people (50 -60),

especially women, on preparation for creative aging and

satisfying older years, second careers, hobbies, income,

and health and intellect maintenance stressing steps to he

taken during this decade of life to prepare for enjoyment

of the later ones.

9. Sponsoring or tying in with all types of learning

program-; from basic adult education and literacy to higher

education, traditional and non-traditional, including skills

and materials needed for volunteer or paid employment.
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10. Coordinating with all types of arts programs so

that the library may become the entry point, the bridge, to

many kinds of cultural experiences, through ticket distri-

bution, joint exhibits, programs on and off-site.

Implementation of the above considerations would depend

on many factors, of course. Though many seem to be, and arc,

geared to the active, better-educated. "new-old" people

entering the aging category, many also relate, or may he

adapted, to the needs of the impaired, housebound or in-

stitutionalized.

Says Seskin in her hook of interviews with older women:

All of them think that it is necessary to
develop hobbies and interests during a per-
son's young and midlife years. And the
women agree that the best way to 'feel
young' is to keep physically and mentally
active. They recommend joining groups, or-
ganizations and clubs, creating wider cir-
cles of friends and 'doing for others.'
lime and time again these women affirm their
roles in life as participants rather than as
observers.

Timmerman explains that, "The chances are that women...

who seem to he handling their age well...have personal in-

tegrity and some good social skills regardless of their

physical health."

Such women can he of great service in helping others

to develop some of the positike outlooks and activities sug-

gested above. Kahn claims that

rather than helping older persons, the great
mental health revolution has only led to their
dropping out of the psychiatric system. group
counseling has certain advantages. Issues of
loneliness and alienation can he addressed in
a group situation in which counselees find
that others share their concerns.



His recommendations hhich may previeh the have of the

Future are primarily preventive and focus on the healthy

rather than the pathological aspects of personality. He

suggests reaching people in Familiar non-medical settings.

the Continuum Center in Detroit trains older persons

to pork paraprofessional peer counselors. Seven tho-hour

sessions arc held in various community settings. Eighty per-

cent of the clients are homes. Information is presented in

a large group of about 30, and feelings, values and other

personalizations are shared in small groups.

Since discussions have often brought im-
portant issues to the surface, we think it
is valuable to provide opportunities for
pursuing them with follow-up reading and
sometimes private counseling...A librarian
1,ho periodically visits the center with a

bookmobile...found that some center members
have begun to ask for particular kinds of
books, particularly psychology hooks. Peer
counselors training is designed to reinforce
already existent qualities of genuineness and
warmth; develop communication skills; provide
kills to help them to assist others in
making decisions; increase self-awareness
and self-confidence; and teach them some
principles of group dynamics. (Troll)

Obviously, a library is already playing a supporting

role in this program described by Kahn. Why not more li-

braries playing an even larger role: providing the "famil-

iar, non-medical community setting"; providing hooks, films,

pamphlets and other hackground and folloh-up materials;

being inkoll.ed in training programs; and keeping "hint

t -" 1 MI "II:It-CI) 1 1st'," of cotlnticIurti and coun se 1 Ccs,,

Kr,11 1t could keep sel I.-help inventories, and help

t 7 1 Jen t 1 Og ,111(1 d 1 11,1 t 1n format ion dhoti t t he

rI



many innovative self-help programs...that are in operation

nine times out of ten without government funds," Timmerman

suggested in her paper for the NCOA's policy center. She

illustrates with AARP's Widowed Persons Service which trains

widows to help more recently bereaved women to cope with

grief, and to seek help and referral in financial and health

matters. The White House Mini-Conference on Older Women

reaffirmed the importance and potential of "older women

helping each other to develop positive feelings...and share

problems in support and self-help groups." Libraries could

provide support services and facilitation for such groups.

Image changing is another major area in which libraries

need to be involved with the elderly. In Troll, Harold

Feldman of Cornell University's Department of Human Develop-

ment and Family Studies suggests the following approach:

I am proposing the establishment of ageism
study centers. These need to be differenti-
ated from centers for the study of the aging,
which focus on the current condition of the
elderly and are not primarily concerned hith
changing images...Consciousness-raising has
served a useful function for women and minority
group members. As long as women were seen by
society as being Loo emotional and not capable
of performing in some occupations, there was
justification of sexism...This group took on
the characteristics attributed to them by
society and this resulted in their having a
lower level of self-esteem. Feeling less
able, they performed poorly...By instigating
consciousness-raising programs, women and
blacks changed their self- image and began
seeing themselves a,-, more capable. What he
need to do now i, learn from the success of
these movement,,.

Nn agei,,t-oriented program would have cour,e,,,
public ',CYVICC, research and akkocacv

, ,



programs. Some examples of possible con-
sciousness-raising programs hould concern:

Ageism in the media with special emphasis
on TV. Watch TV and note hog, older people
arc portrayed;

Ageism in children's hooks. Arc older
persons perceived as functioning effect-
ively outside the family?;

Biographies of the elderly who have made
significant contributions to various fields
such as music, art, philosophy, science,
politics, in their older years;

Discussion groups to discuss how ageism
has affected women, to raise their con-
ciousness and develop solidarity among them;

Biology of aging, to counteract some of the
current myths about physical decline that
can become self-fulfilling prophecy;

Contributions of older .omen to American
society;

Consumer knowledge, so that we can become
aware, for example, hhy he have been sold
the necessity of semlling like a lemon;

Financial management for the elderly, kith
special attention to increasing resources;

Contributions of the elderly to different
historical periods American Independence,
the conquering of the West, the Middle Ages;

Healthy personality among the elderly, and
old age as a time for self-actualization...;

Geriadvocacy study of the political
process as it relate-; to the elderly. One
suggestion is the organization of a league
of senior voters.

L,as leldman, too, "The professional centers for the

tudY of the aging need to he more influenced in the direc-

tIon of hecoming more concerned hith ageism and con,,ciousness-

r,11-in Jmoi-w the elderly. \lat,,ic Kuhn and the (lrav Panther,'

Sro
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movement represents a significant step in this direction."

(Troll)

One small suggestion for libraries in relation to all

of this would be development of a good background collection

of hooks and journals on aging, women and aging, etc. Per-

haps some agencies, organizations and private individuals

could be asked to pool their materials in the library to

make them more widely available. Sarasota County's Council

on Aging has recently made the decision to deposit its

materials at the library, for greater accessibility.

The report from the White House Mini-Conference on Older

Women, which took place in the fall of 1980, had much to say

in its report about the importance of midlife planning by

women for their older years. All recommendations have impli-

cations for library involvement in helping them.

Nt midlife women should he encouraged to assess
future financial options...and consider options
for education, training and employment that
could make them more secure in old age...Midlife
planning can help us to become effective citi-
zen participants who are no longer victims,
but are healers of society's wrongs. (Mini-
Confere.nce Report)

Retirement planning comes too late. The Mini Conference

goes on to recommend that middle-aged and older women, in-

cluding those from all the minorities, should be involved

in plAnning model cuiricula for programs which could include:

1 Career counseling in non-traditional career alterna-

tives, pot-ietircment, hoth paid and voluntary;

Preventive Approache to health problem- to hr

tal.en irf midi tic; and

a I/



The psychology of aging women hith emphasis

on viewing midlife as a time for critical, creative reassess-

ment of self and environment; learning about financial plan-

ning, legal and consumer issues; dispelling myths; and learning

about discriminatory legislation affecting older women and

that needs to he done about it.

Libraries can greatly expand their present I 6 R

functions to include not only coping and survival assist-

ance, but to inventory resources and maintain skill hanks,

to help match elderly resource people with the needs of the

elderly and the community at large. Nlax Kaplan emphasizes

focusing on that the older citizen can do for society and

developing a "hank" detailing the training, backgrounds and

life experience of all the community's elders. They could

then he called upon as consultants, research designers,

articulators, teachers, planners, conceptuali:ers, decision

makers, and for initiation of community projects for a

fee, or on a voluntary basis as they choose or indicate.

Libraries, with the active assistance and participation

of older persons and groups, need to explore ways of identi-

fying and collecting pertinent data of concern to older

women. Iwmen need to be educated to the value of data col-

lection, for this data can serve as a valuable adkocacv tool.

1he demographic facts about older women can he used in con-

`: 1011,110';'; ng and to train ,ert Ice providers, pub I Ic

agent le, and 11u-

I 'HAI- I 0', could help c,ir r\ out r,llt -,tu.; 2,Ls t on to

t i n o l d e r vi t Irnti of c r i m e 11n L 0 1 I aborat ton sith the



p "1 icy departmenti And ty ptoxidy information on prevent eon

techniques and coping to other

In terms of leadership activities, libtaries could take

all actlle tole in providing materials, Auspices and facili-

tie-: For leadership And advocacy training of all kinds, For

group; and for individuals. Says the Older homen's Mini-

Conference report: "he need to take greater responsibility

for ourselves 1)\ taking assertivyness training, by becoming

peer counselors and by building support groups..." \Ion-

taigne's assertion, quoted by Butler, is germane here:

;peak truth, not so much as I v.ould, but as much as I dare;

and I dare more as I grov. older."

Butler Sa; that older persons need to be trained in

political and social advocacy and lobbying; to organize

regttration drives (hundreds of thousands of elderly people

do not Knew about their entitlements); serve on boards; and

mount surteillance of nurstag homes and other facilities.

I ihrartes can develop exhibits, programs about fAmtlies of

choice, actixities of older citi7ens, and many other sub-

Icct, to 'A in at tont ion to the postt ixe and sel f-prope I led

el let Iv.

Pec,111'($ OF the personal itv character 1st ics
\ditch tend to floher in later life, both as
a result of a lifetime of e\perience and AL-
I Loip.equency of actually being old, the
yldyrl\ tend to shot,, natural inclinations for
ceitain kink of work: teaching, counseling,
and the preservation of craft!,; sponsoring
and encouraging the Young; ',crying in )udicial
And administra,te role; commenting on poll
ti al and -,octal events from a IlletiMC per-
TeCt lye; --dFCMIardlni", or hcrlt,IgL thiough
ht,totical tecord,, vleriolr:- and the protection
of hi,totical Yhje,..t-,; and con-erving or



natural resources as a legacy to the young,
are some of the most prominent predilections.
(Butler)

1 ihraries have traditionally .corked one to one pith

Individuals in order to hring all the horld's knot ledge

into his or her focus. It is hell to remember then that

"the IndikiJual can he an effective change agent. One com-

mitted person can stimulate man) others to take act ;on,

horking through families, churches, and community organi-

:Ations." (Mini-Conference on Older Women)

Helen Borchard, interviehee in Seskin's More than Mere

Surkixal, put it this hay: "The young people I knot add

hope, affection and gaiety to my life." And indeed older

friends can add much to the uncertain lives of young

people. Intergenerational programs and projects are very

essential in terms of many of the recommendations and in-

sights human contact and image-making are only two of

them. Such programs are in fact perfect for libraries to

undertake since their clientele is alread\ cross-generational.

"lntergencrational plograms...help build a sense of inter-

dopendenco And Tharing..." (Mini-Conference) "To keep

mental l% limher, -.tay in touch hith young people those curt-

atilt) 1, infectious...Lmu late their tendency to expel intent."

(I ike)

\ communit)-building plan might he to draw
retired people into fresh contact pith Youth
ind \Hee leisa. Older people in every com-
munit) could he appointed 'adjunct teachers'
or 'mentor,-; and invited to teach some of
their Allls in local -,Lhools or on a part
time or volunteer ha-ii,-; 1-,.:ye one ,,tudent

legillarl\ visit them for instruct ion...
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retired photographers could teach photo-
graphy, car mechanics how to repair a re-
calcitrant engine...In many cases a healthy
bond would grow between mentor and mentee
that would go beyond instruction. (Toffler)

Jean Dresden Grambs of the University of Maryland

suggests "that youth mentors hold conversations about life,

work...Young people would gain much from sitting down with an

elder to trace that person's life career, and gain a sense

of what it means to have a future and live with it..." Older

people could teach about age, about wars, examine "various

professions and lifestyles...We n- 'd more 'grandpersons'

programs like that in the Ann Arbor Public Schools, in whicl-

experienced and often gifted elders teach crafts, help plant

gardens, and best of all are visible as likeable, lovable,

warm and interesting individuals."

Libraries, too, could "loan" grandpersons for special

projects and skills training.

Finally, a look at just a few of the recommendations in

what is and should be the library's most closely related

area: that of education, recreation and the satisfying use

of leisure time.

Timmerman, head of AARP's Institute of Lifetime looming,

puts forward this thought:

Instead of promoting increas,:'d utilization
of adult education programs and removing
barriers to these programs, it is necessary
to look at other modes not usually counteil in
the education participation statistics: self-
directed learning, efforts of non-profit volun-
tary organizations, informal discussion groups,
often self- taught, correspondence and home
study, self-help clubs and organizations, and
volunteer skills training. in short, rather
than propping up the existing structure of
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higher education in search of neu clients to
fill its classrooms, it might be more fruit-
ful to help nourish existing but less estab-
lished entities and stimulate innovative
resource sharing within communities.

Though the library is not mentioned specifically, it could

hardly be more implicitly alluded to.

Carsman has this to say:

Courses directed to older women are now
being offered by senior centers, retired
condominium complexes, churches, municipal
park departments, labor unions, professional
associations, community organizations, and
other voluntary groups. Classes are con-
ducted both in traditional classrooms (i.e.,
community colleges, high schools, university
extension centers) and in more readily acces-
sible sites like recreation centers in parks,
housing project meeting rooms, public li-
braries, and store fronts. Courses are diverse:
arts and crafts, nutrition, foreign language
conversation and photography, art history, con-
sciousness raising, parapsychology, personal
finances, taking care of yourself, music
appreciation, crea ;Are writing, living with
the dying, senior ,,wer, and lipreading,
among others.

Typically, classes are in the daytime, run one
to three hours, over a period of from one to
eight weeks. Extra impetus has been given to
this educational/recreational movement by the
Older Americans Act Title VII, which requires
that education and direct services such as
transportation be provided as part of the
food program...So far most of these programs
tend to emphasize skill training and social-
izing more than general learning. Course of-
ferings are in a 'fun and games' spirit,
rarely a mind-stretching intellectu al
challenge. (Troll)

Carsman makes an additional and important point:

If education is perceived as a part of the
employment process, it seems irrelevant for
those approaching retirement from the labor
market. But those who see education as a
growing experience should see that the need
to grow does not cease at any age...Making
the educational system more accessible... for
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older homen...may be the single most important
component to the realization of the new older
woman one who is truly recreated. (Troll)

The summary report of a national conference on "Com-

munity Colleges: New Roles in Lifework Planning" suggests

specific steps for community colleges to consider as they

implement counselling, training and placement services for

older adults. These steps include:

needs assessment surveys of the older popu-
lation in the community served by the
college;

initiation of community-based conferences
and workshops to bring together representa-
tives of business, labor, government and
education to consider creating new part-
time work opportunities for older adults;

development of short-term training and
education programs which would lead to work
opportunities that are in relative demand
and that are relatively inflation-proof
(e.g., data processing, bookkeeping,
graphic arts);

identification of college faculty and
administrators who have the commitment
to work with older adults as they plan
new careers/retirement options;

creation of a national network among college
professionals who would benefit front learning
about program experiences in other parts of
the country. (Entine)

Public and community college libraries could collaborate in

adapting/implementing these ideas.

In 1978, sixteen years after the creation of the

National Indolment for the Humanities, the Rockefeller

Foundation named a commission to assess the current state

of the humanitie. The report of the Commission, published

in October 1980, unequivocally reaffirmed the role of public
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libraries in sustaining quality of life:

The public library is the single most import-
ant cultural institution in most communities...
Unfortunately, library programs are often taken
for granted. Though few people openly oppose
libraries, equally few actively support them
at least not until their-own library is threatened...
Too often library services are viewed as non-
essential and are cut before (or more drastically
than) other public services. This attitude rep-
resents an appalling social and political bank-
ruptcy. (Rockefeller Foundation Report)

Citing the successful leadership of public libraries in

such adult learning programs as Houston's Literacy Volunteers

of America (described earlier), the College Board's College

Level Examination Program and College Without Walls, the

Rockefeller Foundation report featured libraries in two of

its recommendations:

that libraries should expand their educa-
tional programs, and improve the independent
learner's access to the collections;

tit communities must keep public libraries
open and preserve access to library services.
Local and state governments must support
public libraries by every means available.
We recommend that federal support of public
libraries increase in a way that neither
discourages local and state support nor in-
trudes on the operations of local librarieS.
(Rockefeller Foundation Report)

\lelded in with, and hardly to be separated from, edu-

cation are all of the recommendations in the recreation/

leisure spectrum, an area in which libraries can shine

pre-eminent. 'l he quality of leisure is importrit, not a

trivial matter. Says Butler, "Recreation and socialization

decrea-,c illness."

Pie tendency of the elderly to hritc and rewrite

scenarioti can he given an outlet with the opportunity for
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a Life Review:

Life review therapy includes taking an ex-
tensive autobiography from the older person
and other family members. There is use of
family albums, scrapbooks, genealogies...a
summation of one's life work is useful...Such
a life review can be conducted in a variety
of settings from senior centers or nursing
homes. Even relatively untrained persons
can function as therapists by becoming
listeners as older persons recount their
lives. (Butler)

Why not libraries? Indeed, where better, as individuals

or in groups?

Life review may be seen in film and fiction:
Ingmar Bergman's Wild Strawberries; Joyce
Cary's To Be A Pilgrim; Hemingway's The
Snows of Kilimanjaro; Henry James' The Beast
in the Jungle; di Lampedusa's The Leopard;
Muriel Sparks' Memento Mori; Beckett's Krapp's
Last Tape; and Leo Tolstoi's The Death of
Ivan Illyich. (Butler)

Affirmation of this activity's value comes from the

report of the White House Mini-Conference on Older Women:

"We need to create more oral and written histories of our

lives. We need to celebrate our accomplishments and recall

our contributions."

Maggie Kuhn; bright and energetic founder of the Gray

Panthers, has a slight variation on the Life Review which

she recommends as an ant idote to discouragement for young

and old alike:

It gives people a sense of their on history.
By reviewing the past a person gains courage,
strength and hope to deal with the future.
You begin by drawing a life line. The area
above the line is for your private life, your
personal existence; those closer to you arc
part of that. Then below you write in all
the powerful conditions, the influences of
,;ociety. All of us arc shaped by both the
private and public factors.

L (\I
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The beginning of the process is to look at
the year of your birth. What was the situ-
ation in your family al_ that time? In
society? The closure date is when you feel
you may die. That's shocking for some
people even to contemplate.

By looking back at the crises in your life,
you see that you've survived those; why should
you think you won't survive what you're going
through now? The Life Review gives you strength
and the feeling that you can cope. Look at all
the things you did, all the changes, all the
disappointments you've been through and sur-
vived. The Life Review shows you what you've
done, where you've been and lets you think
about where you want to go. It's a process
of continuous growth and change. (Gross,
Gross, Seidman)

Again quoting from the recommendations of the Mini-

Conference on Older Women: "We must begin to use the arts

and through books, plays and the film to change the image

of and create new perceptions of the older woman." Library-

produced media and programs could help to project the little

thing; about the lifestyle and taste of older women tnat

can make a difference. Says Shirley Polykoff, advertising

executive who made the world believe that "blondes have more

fun," noh retired to a second career, "You're not lonely

Olen you have art all around you..."

"As people retire now and in the future...the breadth

of their leisure interests and expectations is widening in

response to their higher education levels." So says the

National Aging Policy Center background paper by hzly of

introduction to a definition of leisure proposed by Gordon,

Gait: and Scott:

Leisure is personally expressive di, ;cret ionary
activity varying in intensity of involvement
from relaxation and diversion at the lots end
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of the continuum, through personal develop-
ment and creativity at higher levels up to
sensual transcendence at the highest levels
of cognitive, emotional and physical involve-
ment.

This definition, says the policy background paper, builds

upon the objectives of leisure initially developed by French

sociologist Dumazedier:

At one end of the scale is relaxation, en-
compassing solitude, quiet resting and sleeping
Next, diversion includes passive entertainment,
reading, hobbies, games and socializing.
Development activities 'result in an appre-
ciable increase in physical capacity, cognitive
knohledge or more abstract ways of interpreting
one's experience,' (Gordon et al) and include
sight-seeing, physical exercise and sports,
attendance at cultural events and learning a

subject for its own sake. At the next level,
creative activities, individuals engage in
artistic productions or intellectural endeavors,
participate in serious discussion and analysis,
or contribute to some altruistic enterprise.
The highest level, sensual transcendence, in-
cludes ecstatic religious and highly competi-
tive (often physical) games, in addition to
sexual activity.

Libraries can provide resources for most, if not all

of these activities. But two things are essential if li-

hrarie, public, community college and college libraries

principally are to he able to make the enormous contri-

bution they can make to the -,elf-actuall:ation as hell a'=

to the healthy survival of older persons, especially t, omen:

they must he funded tithe. through library appropriations

or throuJ1 set-a:,ide,; from other proam:, For the elderly,

And the must ;)cs explicitly mandated to participate hith

other- in Loordinated program', hhich provide :,ervices and

mount the eIderI



ever

It v.ould be difficult to think of a society that has

ncedei its elders as such as this one. For that rea-

son, if for no more benevolent one, INe (me it to ourselves

to do everything possible to empot%er them in mind and

spirit, to sustain us.

`)
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